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ABSTRACT 

Photonic devices fabricated by ion exchange in glass have evolved to the point 

where conventional assumptions of waveguide symmetry and mutual independence are 

no longer valid. For example, during field-assisted ion exchange processes, the 

nonhomogeneity of ionic conductivity in the vicinity of the waveguide results in a time-

dependent perturbation of the electric field. Previous studies have shown that the depth 

and vertical symmetry of buried waveguides are noticeably affected by the field 

perturbation. 

This Dissertation describes an advanced modeling tool for guided-wave devices 

based on ion-exchanged glass waveguides. A genetic algorithm is proposed to determine 

the physical parameters that drive the ion exchange process. The diffusion equation 

describing binary ion exchange is solved numerically. The effect of field perturbation, 

due not only to the conductivity profile, but also to the proximity of adjacent waveguides 

or partial masking during a field-assisted burial, is accounted for. A semivectorial finite 

difference method is then employed to determine the modal properties of the waveguide 

structures. The model is validated by comparison with a fabricated waveguide containing 

a Bragg grating. 

The modeled waveguides are utilized in the design of a multimode interference 

(MMI) device. A novel genetic algorithm-based design methodology is developed to 

circumvent issues with the commonly used self-imaging theory that arise when the MMI 

device operates in the regime of weak guiding. A combination of semivectorial finite 

difference modeling in two transverse dimensions and mode propagation analysis (MPA) 
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in the propagation direction is used to evaluate the merit of each trial design. Two 

examples are provided of a 1 x 4 power splitter, which show considerable improvement 

in power imbalance and polarization dependent loss over that obtained by self-imaging 

theory. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATED OPTICS 

The development of the laser in 1960 (Maiman 1960), and the subsequent 

promise of low-loss optical fiber (Kapron et al. 1970), introduced the scientific 

community to the possibility of coherent guided-wave optical communications. In the 

first generation of optical telecommunications devices, functions such as signal routing 

and multiplexing were achieved through the use of bulk optics - a series of lenses, prisms, 

mirrors, etc., that processed the optical signal in fi"ee space. Such components suffered 

fi-om several major drawbacks, principally in that alignment of the individual components 

was extremely critical to compensate for the free-space diffraction losses of the optical 

signal during traversal of the system. Additionally, for electro-optic devices such as 

modulators, the large dimensions of the drive electrodes resulted in slow switching 

speeds and required high operating voltages. 

To overcome these issues. Miller proposed in 1969 the concept of "integrated 

optics," in which the optical signal travels entirely along waveguides that have been 

formed in a single substrate (Miller 1969). The idea was borrowed from the rapidly 

evolving field of microelectronics, in which the integrated transistor replaced the bulky 

vacuum tube. In fact, the field of integrated optics has always benefited from the 

infrastructure developed for the microelectronics industry, which is continuously 

introducing photolithographic processes capable of resolving ever-decreasing linewidths. 
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Miller's vision was not limited to passive devices, but rather it incorporated integrated 

sources and detectors, the possibility of which was made imminent by the achievement of 

the GaAs/AlGaAs heteroj unction. 

Integrated optical devices (also referred to as "planar lightwave circuits," due to 

the planar processing techniques used to fabricate them) can be classified according to 

the substrates upon which they are based. Early semiconductor-based devices were 

commonly made in GaAs, which emits in the red and near-IR. This material was chosen 

in order to take advantage of the so-called "first telecommunications window" of low 

absorption in silica fiber at 850 nm (Agrawal 2002). As bit rates increased, research 

efforts shifted to devices that emit within the "second telecommunications window" at 

1.3 fim, exhibiting low attenuation and chromatic dispersion. InGaAs/InGaAsP is the 

most common material system for this wavelength. The introduction of the erbium-

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) in the late 1980s prompted the telecom industry to 

investigate sources in the "third telecommunications window" around 1.55 ju.m. Most 

semiconductor-based sources at this wavelength are produced in InP. 

The creation of photonic devices in glass offers several obvious benefits over 

other technologies, hitrinsic absorption is very low in the near-IR region of the spectrum. 

Coupling losses to optical fiber are minimized due to the similarity in refractive index. In 

addition, glasses are amorphous, meaning that they exhibit no intrinsic material 

birefnngence, unlike crystalline semiconductors. This is not to say that birefnngence is 

not an issue in glass waveguides - both the shape of the waveguide and the stresses that 

arise during fabrication contribute to birefnngence, but with proper design, these can be 
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balanced against each other to produce single-mode devices with very low polarization 

dependence (Kilian et al. 2000). 

Several processes exist through which glass waveguides have been fabricated. 

Most involve the deposition of thin glass films (e.g. chemical vapor deposition, flame 

hydrolysis deposition, sol-gel coating), followed by reactive ion etching to define the 

device geometry, and subsequent deposition of the overcladding. The multiple 

deposition steps and etching make these methods costly and time-consuming. 

Furthermore, the waveguide cross-section is limited to rectangular shapes, which support 

modes that are not optimized for coupling to single-mode fiber 

The ion exchange process, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 2, 

represents one of the earliest known techniques by which waveguides were produced in a 

glass substrate. The benefits of ion exchange over competing glass-based technologies 

are numerous. Ion-exchanged waveguides possess many desirable characteristics. They 

can be made without difficulty to exhibit very low propagation losses of less than 0.1 

dB/cm (Albert 1992). The increase in refi"active index between the waveguide and the 

substrate is small, allowing for easy fabrication of single-mode waveguides, and excellent 

mode matching to single-mode fiber can be achieved through a technique of waveguide 

burial. Ion-exchanged waveguides can exhibit very low birefiingence across a broad 

range of waveguide widths (Yliniemi et al. 2004). This is critical for resonant devices 

(Geraghty et al. 2000) or devices that contain both single- and multi-mode waveguides 

(Buchold & Voges 1996). The process is cost-effective, requiring no complicated 

material growth steps following the photolithography that is common to all processes. 
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Finally, it is tolerant to imperfections in the photolithography - edge roughness in the 

mask that defines the waveguide geometry is rendered less damaging due to the diffusive 

nature of the ion exchange. 

The applications of integrated optics extend far beyond the telecom industry. One 

rapidly emerging field of study is the design of integrated optical sensors, in which a 

guided wave interacts with the environment, causing a perturbation of the optical field. 

In an interferometric configuration, a small change in the effective index of one arm due 

to this perturbation can result in a strong change in the optical power detected at the 

output (Qi et al. 2002). 

For sensor applications, glass-based devices have a distinct advantage over those 

fabricated in semiconductors or inorganic crystals such as LiNbOs. Regardless of 

whether the sensor operates on refractometry or absorption, sensitivity is proportional to 

the overlap of the guided mode with a sensitized superstrate. Depending on the 

measurand, this layer is commonly based on organic compounds having an index of 

around 1.4-1.6, or an aqueous solution with an index near 1.33. These indices are very 

close to that of glass (« ~ 1.5). The small dielectric barrier between the glass and the 

superstrate results in a large mode overlap, maximizing the sensitivity (Saint-Andre et al. 

1991). In contrast, the higher indices of LiNbOs {n = 2.2 @ 633 rmi) and semiconductors 

(« > 3) greatly reduce the influence of the superstrate. Ion exchange holds the most 

potential for sensor applications due to its low cost. Unlike telecom devices, many 

sensors are designed to be disposable. 
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An additional application of ion exchange in glass is the production of diffractive 

optical elements. Such structures are becoming increasingly important in the fields of 

optical interconnection and switching, and beam shaping and focusing. Due to the lateral 

diffusion that occurs during ion exchange, continuously varying refractive index profiles 

can be obtained using a binary mask (Salmio et al. 1995; Salmio et al. 1997). 

Li this Dissertation, a comprehensive modeling tool for ion-exchanged waveguide 

processing is developed and demonstrated. In chapter 2, the ion exchange process will be 

discussed from an historical and engineering standpoint, with the various fabrication 

steps discussed in detail. The physical model of ion exchange will be derived in chapter 

3, and methods of solving for the ion concentration will be developed. Chapter 4 briefly 

describes numerical methods for solving the optical modes of the processed waveguides. 

In chapter 5, two important issues in ion exchange modeling will be discussed. First, a 

novel method for the determination of the exchange parameters is developed. Next, the 

concept of a "proximity effect" - the mutual influence between adjacent waveguides 

during processing - is modeled and explained. The modehng developed in chapters 3-5 

will be validated in chapter 6 by comparison with a fabricated waveguide. Next these 

modeling concepts will be used to design a multimode interference (MMI) power splitter 

in chapter 7. The theory of MMI design in three dimensions will be derived, and it will 

be shown that standard self-imaging theory is insufficient to determine the proper design 

of weakly-guided MMI structures. A summary and outlook will be given in chapter 8. 
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1.2 ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

This dissertation contributes the following original contributions to the field of 

optical sciences: 

• The development of a software package that models various ion exchange 

processes (chapter 3) (West et al. 2004). This modeling tool has been utilized in a 

variety of projects: 

• Demonstration of an optical add/drop filter (Castro et al. 2004) 

• Modeling of a selectively-buried waveguide for adiabatic vertical 

transition (Frantz 2004) 

• Demonstration of ring resonator gyroscopes (Carriere et al. 2004^) 

• Introduction of ion-exchanged waveguides into quantum-dot-

doped glass (Auxier et al. 2004) 

• A study of the correlation between waveguide width and burial 

depth (Madasamy et al. 2003) 

• A study of the correlation between waveguide width and 

birefiingence (Yliniemi et al. 2004) 

• A study of the bending loss in buried ion-exchanged waveguides 

(Carriere et al. 2004^) 

• The development of a genetic algorithm to determine the physical constants that 

drive the process of ion exchange in glass, as well as the correlation between 

normalized ion concentration and refi-active index change (chapter 5) 
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• The identification of a proximity effect that exists during the fabrication of 

closely-spaced waveguides (chapter 5) 

• The development of a genetic algorithm to design devices based on multimode 

interference in the presence of weak guiding (West & Honkanen 2004^, West & 

Honkanen 2004*) (chapter 7) 
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Chapter 2 

ION EXCHANGE TECHNOLOGY 

2.1 ION EXCHANGE - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The process of ion exchange in glass has been known for well over a millennium. 

In large doses, ions introduced into a glass matrix will form metallic clusters. The type of 

ion and size distribution of the particles produces a spectral attenuation in the glass, 

giving it a characteristic coloring. The aesthetic properties of ion-exchanged glass were 

known to Egyptians of the 6"^ century, who used the process to color glazed earthenware 

(Righini 1994), and the technique is also known to have been applied to the staining of 

window glass in the middle ages. 

Ion exchange as an engineering process was originally used to improve the 

surface - mechanical properties of structural glass (Schulze 1913, Kistler 1962, Zijlstrra 

& Burggraaf 1968). As glass fails in tension, the introduction of a compressive stress at 

the surface will increase the modulus of rupture. This can be accomplished by 

exchanging sodium ions in the glass for ions of greater size, such as silver (the process is 

often termed "ion stuffing"). Interestingly, this concept has recently found photonics 

applications, increasing the thermal shock resistance of laser glasses (Jiang et al. 1995). 

The fabrication of optical waveguides in glass by ion exchange was first achieved 

in 1972 using a melt containing thallium ions (Izawa & Nakagome 1972). The Tl"^ - Na^ 

system was problematic due not only to the mild toxicity of Tr, but also to the large 

index change ( ~ 0.1), which causes difficulty in repeatably producing single-mode 
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waveguides without a subsequent burial or annealing step. Subsequently, (Giallorenzi et 

al. 1973) produced waveguides using a melt containing silver ions, which today is by far 

the most common process. Other dopant ions include Cs"^, Rb"^, K"^, and Li"^ 

(Ramaswamy & Srivastava 1988). 

For the next two decades, research in the field was concerned mostly with 

improving the repeatability of waveguide fabrication as well as the physical description 

of the process, with very few research programs devoted to the development of actual 

devices. However, with the introduction of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and 

the resulting importance of wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) telecommunication 

systems, there has been a recent emphasis on the development of glass-based devices that 

operate in the 1.55 fjtm wavelength range. Such devices include y-branches (Honkanen et 

al. 1993), Mach-Zehnder interferometers (Wang et al. 1992), and ring resonator 

gjn-oscopes (Carriere 2004^). The observation of UV photosensitivity in some glasses 

used for ion exchange (Pissadakis et al. 2004) has supported the successful production of 

grating-based devices (Geraghty et al. 2001; Castro et al. 2004). Furthermore, the 

recently reported success in forming waveguides by ion exchange in quantum dot-doped 

glass shows promise for nonlinear device applications (Auxier et al. 2004). 

The ion exchange process has been utilized for the production of active devices as 

well. The earliest such devices were splitters that included an amplifying region to 

compensate for the splitting loss (Camy et al. 1996). One tremendous benefit of ion 

exchange over semiconductor-based processes is the presence of hybrid substrates, glass 

wafers that consist of active and passive sections that have been joined together in the 
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same plane (Conzone et al. 2001). In semiconductor processes, fabricating such a 

waveguide usually requires re-growth techniques. 

Ion-exchanged waveguide amplifiers have achieved little practical success. Two 

major factors contribute to this. First, the short length of waveguide devices requires an 

extremely high gain per unit length in order to compete with fiber amplifiers. This 

necessitates a high concentration of rare earth ions within the glass, which eventually 

leads to a decrease in pumping efficiency due to cooperative upconversion. Second, 

unlike rare earth-doped fiber, which has radial concentration and index profiles that are 

optimized for pump/signal/gain medium overlap, waveguides that are ion-exchanged into 

a homogeneously doped substrate exhibit a relatively poor overlap, decreasing the gain. 

Waveguide amplifiers do have an advantage over their fiber-based counterparts, 

nonetheless, in that the passive elements (pump-signal combiner, tap coupler for power 

monitoring, etc.) can be integrated onto the same substrate as the amplifier. 

Ion-exchanged waveguide lasers, however, are becoming increasingly popular. 

High-reflectivity dielectric mirrors or Bragg gratings can be used to provide a net round-

trip gain in ion-exchanged Yb^'^/Er^'^-doped waveguides of a few centimeters in length, 

leading to single-longitudinal-mode lasing (Madasamy et al. 2003^). Alternatively, the 

feedback may be provided by a grating etched directly into the substrate (Veasey et al. 

2000), with diffraction efficiency improved by the subsequent deposition of a dielectric 

overlayer (Blaize et al. 2003). 
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2.2 ION EXCHANGE PROCESSES 

Previous authors have identified no fewer than seven different processing 

configurations for ion exchange, which are summarized in (Tervonen 1990). Of these, a 

sequence consisting of thermal exchange from a molten salt, with or without the presence 

of an applied electric field, followed by field-assisted burial and thermal annealing, has 

been shown to produce waveguides with the aforementioned desirable properties. The 

modeling of these four processes will be the subject of much of this dissertation. 

All ion exchange processes are described here as they pertain to the silver-sodium 

(Ag"^ - Na^) system of ions. Figure 2.1 illustrates the procedure by which a metal-oxide 

mask is processed photolithographically on the substrate. This mask is used to define the 

device geometry for the exchanges fi^om molten salt. Following a series of cleaning in 

acetone, ethanol, and isopropyl alcohol (within an ultrasonic bath), a titanium layer of 

150 nm thickness is deposited on the substrate. A thin layer of photoresist (PR) is spin-

coated on to the titanium. The PR is exposed to ultraviolet light through a mask, and 

subsequently developed, removing the PR fi"om the regions where we wish ion exchange 

to occur. The exposed regions of titanium are etched away, and then all remaining PR is 

removed with acetone. 

Figure 2.2(a) illustrates the thermal exchange from a molten salt source. Ag"^ ions 

are driven into the substrate from the melt by a chemical potential gradient, and in order 

to preserve charge neutrahty, Na"^ ions are released into the melt. Once in the glass 

phase, Ag"^ ions are redistributed by thermal diffusion. The dielectric mask serves to 

reduce the occurrence of metallic silver clusters which would otherwise form due to 
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electrolytic deposition at the glass - mask interface (Walker et al. 1983). Such clusters 

produce a spectral attenuation in the waveguides. 

The composition of the salt melt has been shown to affect the qualities of the 

exchanged waveguide (Jackel 1988). Diluting the melt with sodium salts reduces the 

maximum index change in some glasses, and lower silver concentrations within the glass 

reduce the occurrence of silver colloids, a source of attenuation. From a practical 

standpoint, adjusting the concentration to provide a lower melting temperature allows for 

the processing to occur with a lower value of the diffusion coefficient. The resulting 

increase in processing time relaxes tolerances, providing greater control over the process. 

Thermal exchange may also be assisted by an applied electric field. A voltage 

is applied across the substrate of thickness d, with the anode plane at the masked surface, 

as shown in figure 2.2(b). Under the influence of the resulting electric field, the Ag"^ ions 

migrate deeper into the glass than they would in a purely diffusive process, and achieve a 

step-like profile under the mask. This process is preferred when a buried waveguide 

requires high optical confinement. 

The field-assisted burial process step is shown in figure 2.2(c). The substrate is 

placed in a melt containing Na"^ ions. A voltage is applied across the substrate, as with 

the field-assisted thermal exchange. As the Ag"^ ions migrate deeper into the glass, they 

are replaced by Na^ ions near the surface. Burial of the waveguide is beneficial in several 

ways. Reduction of the optical mode's overlap with the substrate surface decreases 

propagation loss (which is caused by surface scattering), and birefringence (which arises 

due to the asymmetric boundary condition of the dielectric constant). Furthermore, the 
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buried guide can be made to have nearly circular symmetry, which improves coupling 

efficiency to optical fiber. 

Figure 2.2(d) illustrates the process step of thermal annealing. No external 

ion source or applied field is present, so the existing Ag"^ ions are redistributed entirely 

through thermal diffusion at an elevated temperature. This process provides for fine 

adjustment of the mode shape and birefringence. 

Titanium 
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Figure 2.1: Photolithographic processing of an oxidized titanium mask 
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Figure 2.2: The four most common processing configurations for ion exchange, (a) thermal exchange from 
a molten salt, (b) field-assisted exchange firom a molten salt, (c) field-assisted burial, (d) thermal 
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Chapter 3 

MODELING OF THE ION EXCHANGE PROCESS 

3.1 BINARY ION EXCHANGE AND THE NONLINEAR DIFFUSION EQUATION 

To properly model waveguides produced by ion exchange in glass, it is necessary 

to derive an equation to describe the process of binary ion exchange. The term "binary" 

refers to the fact that ions of two species - possibly with different mobilities - are 

transported between the glass and melt, and within the glass. Other mobile ionic species 

may be present in the glass, but their presence can be neglected if their concentration is 

low, or if their mobility is orders of magnitude smaller than that of the two species under 

consideration. An excellent derivation of the diffusion equation for binary ion exchange 

is provided in (Albert & Lit 1990), and is summarized here for completeness, using silver 

as the in-diffusing ion and sodium as the out-diffusing ion. 

The transport of a single ionic species within glass is mathematically analogous to 

the motion of a charge carrier within a semiconductor. Two physical processes - drift and 

diffusion - contribute to the evolution of the dopant ion concentration. Diffusion occurs 

due to the gradient in chemical potential, producing a flux Jjiff that is proportional to the 

ion concentration gradient. 

~ DVc, (3.1) 
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where the proportionality constant D is the diffusion coefficient. Drift occurs in the 

presence of an electric field, producing an additional flux 

JD.=/^CE, (3.2) 

where ju is the ionic mobility, related to D by the Einstein relation 

qD 

In eqn. (3.3), q is the electron charge, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature. The total flux of each ion species is a vector field sum of the two individual 

fluxes. 

^  Ag-  ^Ag 

r ^ \ 

Vc - —c Ag Ag 

and 

(3.4a) 

J j V f l  ~  ^Na J rp ̂ Na kT ,  

(3.4b) 

Both fluxes obey the continuity equation. In particular: 

——  =  = D ,  
dt 

(3.5) 
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To ensure electrical neutrality within the glass, the total ion concentration must be 

constant, and equal to the initial concentration of host ions, CQ. 

^ A g + ^ N a = ^ 0 -  ( 3 . 6 )  

In addition, the total ion flux should have zero divergence, 

v - j o = v - ( j ^ + j „ , ) = 0 .  ( 3 . 7 )  

Combining eqns (3.4-3.7) leads to 

dt 1-(1-M)C As 
Ag Ag (3.8) 

where Cjg = cjg / co is the normalized concentration of silver ions and M = DAg / Dno-

All that remains is to determine the electrical field E. Even when there is no 

externally applied field Eext (as in the thermal ion exchange from a salt melt), an internal 

"diffusion field" Ediff exists due to the inequality in ion mobilities whenever M . This 

field contribution can be determined explicitly by summing the two parts of eqn. (3.4), 

which after some rearrangement gives 

- ( l - M ) V C  
q E _ c , D ^ ,  '  '  ( 3 . 9 )  

kT 

Writing E = EEXT + EDIFF, eqn. (3.9) can be separated into 
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g^ext ^ £o (3.10) 

and 

-(l-M)VC 

kT (l-(l-M)C,^) 

Substituting eqns. (3.10-3.11) into eqn. (3.8) yields 

(3.11) 

SC., _ 

8t  1-(1-M)C Ag 

^(1 M)iVC^^)  

l - ( l -M)C^g kT 
(3.12) 

Solution of eqn. (3.12) requires knowledge of DAg and M, which is the subject of chapter 

5.1. 

In practice, one can define CAg as the concentration of Ag^ ions normalized with 

respect to the saturated concentration, eliminating the dependence on absolute ion 

concentration CQ. The saturated concentration is dependent on the stoichiometry of the 

substrate and melt. Its exact value is generally unknown, but this problem is overcome by 

setting CAg = 1 at the surface of the substrate that is in contact with the melt, and relating 

CAg to an index change that is determined experimentally. In actuality, the diffusion 

coefficients DAg and D^a are dependent on the local concentration of silver ions (Poling & 

Houde-Walter 2000; Poling & Houde-Walter 2001). This concentration dependence is 
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not shown explicitly in eqn. (3.12), but will be incorporated into the model as shown in 

chapter 3.2. 

The model described above is valid in any number of spatial dimensions. For slab 

waveguides, only one dimension is required by symmetry. 1-D modeling will be applied 

in chapter 5.1 to determine the ion exchange parameters. For channel waveguides, two-

dimensional cross-sections are required. This is by far the most common application of 

the model, and will be the subject of the remainder of chapter 3. The need to apply the 

model in three dimensions is rare, due to the slow variation of waveguide geometry in the 

propagation direction for the weakly-guided waveguides. 

3.2 SOLVING THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 

The nonlinear equation (3.12) has no analytical solution, although solutions under 

idealized conditions have been proposed, such as equality of the self-diffusion 

coefficients in one dimension with no applied field (in which case eqn. (3.12) reduces to 

the linear diffiision equation, with a solution represented by the complementary error 

fimction) (Ramaswamy & Najafi 1986), and in the case of a dominating drift term, in 

which the solution approaches a step fiinction (Lilienhof et al. 1986). A general solution 

requires numerical methods. 

The simplest algorithm for solving eqn. (3.12) is the Euler method (Gerald & 

Wheatley 1994). It is explicit, in that the unknown concentration at the advanced time is 

a fiinction of known concentrations at the current time. As such, no matrix inversion is 

required. This method is only conditionally stable, however, and the short time steps 
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necessary to achieve stability on the fine spatial grid that is required for precise optical 

simulations render it inefficient. 

The explicit Dufort-Frankel algorithm (Tervonen 1992), which is widely quoted 

in the literature as possessing unconditional stability, is the method most often used in the 

field. It must be noted however that this stability property exists only with respect to the 

linear diffusion equation. It was found through a comprehensive empirical study that 

stability is lost for values of M that are less than about 0.1, with only minor dependence 

on node spacing or time step. The value of M in the Ag^ - Na^ system depends on the 

glass composition. For typical silicate glasses it is less than unity (Doremus 1964), and 

can be very close to the stability boundary. Many other systems of interest fall well 

beyond the range of stability. 

Stability is approached by turning to implicit methods, in which the unknown 

concentration at a node at a given time is expressed as a function of unknown 

concentrations at adjacent nodes at the same time. The Crank-Nicolson method (Gerald 

& Wheatley 1994) is an example of an implicit method. For a 2-dimensional problem, 

the simplest implementation of the Crank-Nicolson method requires the solution of a 

pentadiagonal matrix at each time step, that matrix containing rixriy elements for an rix by 

riy domain. This is computationally quite intensive for simulations containing a large 

number of nodes. 

The alternating direction implicit method of Peaceman and Rachford (PR-ADI) 

(Peaceman & Rachford 1955; Masalkar 1994) reduces computational effort by requiring 

solution of a matrix for only one dimension at a time. Each time step is divided into two 
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half-steps. In the first, partial derivatives are calculated explicitly with respect to one 

dimension, and implicitly with respect to the other. The process is then reversed for the 

second half-step. The problem is thus reduced to solving matrices of elements, 

followed by Uy matrices of fix elements, at each time step. More importantly, the 

matrices are tridiagonal, and extremely efficient algorithms exist for the solution of such 

systems (Ferziger 1981). As with the Dufort-Frankel algorithm, stability is a concern for 

very small values of M. However, the speed of the PR-ADI algorithm allows for more 

freedom in choosing a suitable time step. Methods incorporating adaptive time steps and 

node spacings have been used to maximize efficiency within the stability regime 

(Saarikoski et al. 1997). The waveguides shown in subsequent chapters are modeled 

using the PR-ADI method, which is developed fully in Appendix A. 

Provided that the concentration dependence of the parameters DAg and M is 

known and varies slowly over the area of the waveguide, it can be incorporated into the 

PR-ADI algorithm simply by utilizing the appropriate value at each point in the 

calculation domain. For the implicit half-timestep, the concentration profile obtained in 

the previous timestep must be used, a justifiable approximation for moderate values of 

silver ion flux, or alternatively, for small timesteps. 

Numerical solution of eqn. (3.12) requires known conditions of the Ag"^ 

concentration on all boundaries of the computational domain, shown in figure 3.1. When 

the sides (|x| = W2) and bottom (y = /z) are sufficiently far from the waveguide, the 

Dirichlet condition Qg = 0 is used. For the top of the computational domain, the 

boundary conditions are determined by the mask geometry. Where the mask is open, the 
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normalized silver concentration Qg = 1 is assumed. Where the mask is closed, the metal 

effectively acts as a barrier to ion exchange between the glass and melt. Here, the 

Neumann condition dCAgldy = 0 is applied, indicating zero ion flux in the vertical 

direction. Transverse ion flux is present however, so there can be no definite condition 

on CAg directly under the mask. In cases where the waveguide exhibits symmetry in the 

x-direction, computational effort can be reduced by modeling only one half of the 

waveguide. In this case, an appropriate boundary condition is dCAgldx\x=Q = 0 (zero net 

ion flux across the axis of symmetry). Boundary conditions for common ion exchange 

processes are summarized in table 3.1. 

w 
-wH w/2 

h 
1 
n 
r 

Figure 3.1: Computational domain used in ion exchange modeling. 

Table 3.1: Boundary conditions on Ag^ concentration used in ion exchange modeling 
Bottom of Sides of Center of 

Process Step Surface (>>=0) Domain Domain Domain 
(y=h) (lx|=w/2) (h: i=0) 

Thermal exchange from 
molten salt 

CAg 1 
dCAg/dy = 0 

(mask open) 
(mask closed) CAg — 0 CAg = 0 dCAgfdx  =  0* 

Field-assisted burial: 
full D

 
<K, II

 

o
 

OQ 
II

 

O
 

CAg = 0 dC^g/dx = 0* 

Field-assisted burial: 
selective 

CAg — 0 
dCAg/dy = 0 

(mask open) 
(mask closed) CAg — 0 CAg = 0 N/A 

Annealing dCAg/dy = 0 CAg = 0 CAg = 0 dCAg/dx = 0* 

* this condition assumes that the concentration profile is x-symmetric prior to the process step in question 
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3.3 SOLVING THE ELECTRICAL FIELD 

Realizing that only the spatial derivatives of potential are required to solve eqn. 

(3.12), one can set 4>=0 at the bottom of the simulation domain (y = h) and (j>= U at the 

surface (y = 0), where U = VJiid (d is the thickness of the substrate). At the sides of the 

domain, [x| = w/2, the Neumann condition d(j^dx = 0 is applied. This requires that the 

side and bottom boundaries of the domain are sufficiently far from the waveguide that 

ionic concentration (and thus conductivity) is homogeneous at the boundary, and that the 

artificial computational boundary does not affect the field in the vicinity of the 

waveguide. It may be necessary to evaluate the electric field over a large domain and 

then use the appropriate subset of that domain in eqn. (3.12). 

Potential modeling becomes more complicated when the field is applied through a 

mask. This situation arises during the field-assisted thermal exchange from melt, as 

shown in figure 2.2(c). Furthermore, some applications require that the waveguide burial 

process be asymmetric in the jc-direction (Rehouma et al. 1994; Rehouma et al. 1995; 

Frantz et al. 2003). In this case, a second mask is deposited onto the substrate following 

the initial thermal exchange. This mask has both open and closed regions within the 

simulation domain. As it is not possible for incoming ions to penetrate the mask, a space-

charge layer builds up directly underneath the mask to compensate for the electric field 

(Pantchev et al. 1993). Effectively, the mask acts as an electrical insulator. For these 

"selective" field-assisted processes, the boundary condition on electrical potential at the 

surface is modified to force dcj^/dy = 0 in the masked regions. In addition, for symmetric 

processes (as discussed in section 3.2), the condition d4>/dx\x=o = 0 (no electric field across 
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the axis of symmetry) is appropriate. The boundary conditions for both fiill and selective 

burial are shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Boundary conditions on potential used in electric field modeling 

Process Step Surface (y=0) Bottom of 
Domain (y=h) 

Sides of Domain 
(\x\=w/2) 

Full burial </)= U  (/) = 0 9</)/3x = 0 

Selective burial or 
Field-assisted thermal 
exchange 

(t>=U 
d(t)/dy = 0 

(mask open) 
(mask closed) 

<i)=0 d4>/dx = 0 

To a first approximation, the electric field present during the full burial step is 

simply the voltage drop across the substrate divided by the substrate thickness. However, 

the conductivity of the glass is nonhomogeneous in the region of the waveguide, owing to 

the differing conductivities of the two ionic species. The result is a perturbation of both 

the magnitude and direction of the electric field lines in the vicinity of the waveguide 

(Cheng et al. 1997; Hazart & Minier 2001). Although it has been claimed (Ramaswamy 

& Srivastava 1988) that this effect is not significant for Ag"^ - Na"^ exchange, as the ionic 

conductivities are on the same order of magnitude, it has been observed that the depth 

(Madasamy et al. 2003^) and vertical symmetry of buried single-mode waveguides do in 

fact vary when nonhomogeneous conductivity is accounted for. 

The electrical potential (i^x,y) everywhere within the simulation domain satisfies 

the non-standard Laplace equation 

CT{X, Y,C^G) V V(-x:, >^) + V (J{x ,  y, Qg ) • V ̂ (x, >^)=0, (3.13) 
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where a(x,y,CAg) is the concentration-dependent ionic conductivity. The spatial 

dependence of a is shown explicitly for emphasis. This is calculated by assuming a linear 

relationship between concentration and conductivity, 

c7(x,y,C^^)=[l-Cj^(x,y)]a^^+C^^(x,y)c7^g, (3.14) 

with the conductivity of Ag^ (Na^) given by the Nemst-Einstein relationship, 

2 
_  A g ( N a ) ^  A g ( N a ) ^  

^Ag(Na)- ' (3.15) 

CAg(Na) being the absolute concentration of the particular ionic species. Combining 

eqns.(3.14) and (3.15) results in 

aix, y, ^ 

Knowledge of the constants outside the brackets in eqn. (3.16) is not necessary for the 

solution of eqn (3.13), due to its (mathematical) homogeneity. Note also that when M = 

1, the concentration dependence of o is eliminated. 

To solve eqn. (3.13), the computational domain is discretized, and a five-point 

finite-difference method (FDM) introduced in (Cheng et al. 1997), but adapted here for 

the case of non-equal node spacing in x and y, is used. A full derivation is given in 

Appendix B. In this case, eqn. (3.13) becomes 
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(3.17) 

where hx and hy are the node spacings in the x- and ^'-direction, Cij is the concentration of 

Ag"" ions at node (y), raj = (M-l)/[l + (M-1) Q], = {Q+ij - Ci.IJ)/2, and A^Cy = 

(Cij+i - Cij.i)l2. When hx = hy, the number of operations can be reduced by simply setting 

hx = hy=\. The unknown potentials 4HJ thus satisfy the system of linear equations 

where the elements of A are the coefficients in eqn. (3.17), and the elements of b are 

determined by the appropriate boundary conditions. In practice, it is beneficial to scale 

the matrix elements that reference the anode plane by (1/dx^ + l/d_y^) to improve the 

conditioning of matrix A. 

For a domain with Hx nodes in the x-direction and riy nodes in the jv-direction, 

2 2 matrix A has roughly rix riy elements. For large domains, the storage requirements and 

number of operations required to solve the system of eqn. (3.18) can be cumbersome. 

Fortunately, A is sparse and banded (pentadiagonal). These types of systems are more 

efficiently solved through iterative methods, as opposed to elimination methods (Gerald 

A(p=b, (3.18) 
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& Wheatley 1994). The solution from the previous time step provides an excellent initial 

approximation. 

3.4 EXAMPLE - SELECTIVELY BURIED WAVEGUIDE 

To illustrate the modeling process, a "selectively buried" waveguide, such as 

those found in (Frantz et al. 2003), is analyzed below. This structure is used to achieve 

an adiabatic transition between buried and surface waveguides, using only a binary mask. 

Vertical transitions in competing technologies, on the other hand, generally necessitate 

the use of grey-scale photolithography (Enami et al. 2003). Fabrication of the waveguide 

takes place in two steps, for which the parameters are shown in table 3.3. The first step is 

a thermal exchange. Figure 3.2 shows the Ag"^ concentration at 0, 10, and 20 minutes. A 

vertical slice at jc = 0 is given in figure 3.3, showing clearly that for this material system 

with M= 0.15, the concentration profile is very different from either the complementary 

error fimction or the step fimction. 

The second processing step is a field-assisted burial, where a mask edge is 

centered over the thermally exchanged waveguide. Figure 3.4 shows concentration 

contours after 15, 30, and 45 minutes of burial. Overlaid on the plots are the electric field 

lines. The contours indicate that there is a significant transverse drift due to the fringing 

fields at the edge of the burial mask. 
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Table 3.3: Processing parameters used in modeling of selectively buried waveguide 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Thermal exchange 

Mask opening width 
Self-diffusion coefficient of Ag^ 
Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients 
Exchange time 

Field-assisted burial 
Self-diffusion coefficient of Ag^ 
Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients 
Burial time 
Burial temperature 
Applied voltage 
Substrate thickness 

W„ 3 /zm 
DAS 6xl0"'®m^/s 
M 0.15 
ttb 20 min 

DAS 3xl0''^m^/s 
M 0.15 

45 min 
T 523 K 
Ka 250 V 
d 2 mm 
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Figure 3.2: Ag concentration contours during thermal exchange. Exchange parameters are given in table 
3.3. Countours represent C^g = 0.1, 0.3,..., 0.9. 
(a) 0 minutes, (b) 10 minutes, (c) 20 minutes. 

The apparent finite depth of the waveguide at ? = 0 minutes is an artifact of the contouring algorithm 
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Figure 3.3: Normalized Ag^ concentration vs. depth atx = 0 following the 20 minute thermal exchange 
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Figure 3.4: Ag^ concentration contours during selective burial (solid lines). Contours represent = 0.1, 
0.2,..., 0.4. Electric field lines during selective burial (dashed lines). Burial parameters are given in table 

3.3. The solid bar at the surface represents the edge of the burial mask. 
(a) 15 minutes (b) 30 minutes (c) 45 minutes 
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Chapter 4 

OPTICAL MODELING OF THE MODELED WAVEGUIDE 

4.1 SOLVING THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 

To model the optical properties of an ion-exchanged waveguide, we must first 

convert the Ag"^ concentration profile to a refractive index distribution. The presence of 

Ag"^ ions locally perturbs the index via three physical mechanisms; ionic size, ionic 

polarizability, and induced stress (Fantone 1983). It has been suggested that the 

contribution of the stress-optic effect is small for Ag"^ - Na^ ion-exchanged guides 

(Brandenburg 1986; Gonella 1992). From the viewpoint of waveguide birefringence, the 

presence of the glass surface produces boundary conditions on dielectric constant and 

stress, such that stress-induced birefringence has an opposite sign to that of form 

birefringence, making their sum very small in magnitude. We will therefore concentrate 

on the other two contributions. A basic model (Tervonen 1992) predicts that both 

produce a local change in refractive index that is hnearly proportional to the Ag"^ 

concenfration, and thus it is not necessary to explicitly separate the two effects. 

The refractive index change arising from incorporation of ions with different 

polarizability can be estimated by manipulating the Lorentz-Lorenz equation (Rao 2002): 

D //t 1 \ ~ 2 , ~ -J (4-1) 
yn  +2)  p  3 Y 
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where n is the index of refraction, Ni is the molar number density of particles of substance 

i in the glass, Oi is the atomic polarizability of substance i, M is the molecular weight of 

the glass, and p is the glass density. If the refractive index prior to ion exchange is 

denoted as «sub, then eqn. (4.1) takes the form 

' n l ,  -1 

^ «sub + 2 ̂  

M ATT -KT \ 
— = —(^A^A + + 2. ) 
pi J 

(4.2) 

for binary ion exchange, where the summation is over all ionic species not involved in the 

exchange. After the exchange, a number density AN of species A are substituted by an 

equal number density (to preserve charge neutrality) of species B. Thus, 

^ 2 1 ^ ' n -1 * 

"I"2y 
— = -  AN)a^  + (N^  + AN)a^  +  ̂  ]. 
p 3 i 

(4.3) 

Subtracting eqn. (4.2) from eqn. (4.3) gives 

+ 2  +  2 ^  

M  A t t  . ,  

P 3 
(4.4) 

For An = «-«sub « 1, this can be simplified as 

A« ! 
+ 2  

V 2«sub y 

A7rp{a^-a^) 

3M 
m. (4.5) 
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This shows the hnear relationship between density of exchanged ions and increase of 

refractive index. 

The refractive index profile of the waveguide cross-section can then be expressed 

as 

where «sub(^) is the substrate index prior to ion exchange and Ano(K) is the increase in 

refractive index resulting from Qg = 1, the determination of which is the subject of 

chapter 5.1. 

The electric field En of each scalar mode supported by the waveguide is found by 

solving the Helmholtz equation, 

where k = kon(x,y) = 2m{x,yy\is the wavenumber and /3„ is the propagation constant of 

the mode. 

Equation (4.7) is solved by using a five-point finite difference method, derived in 

Appendix C. The resulting eigenequation is 

n(x ,  :v, X)  = (A) + (A)C^^ (x ,  y ) ,  (4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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2 2 2 2 2 where H = (3 Ibx + b Iby + A:) is the Helmholtz operator and E„ are the eigenvectors 

of field values. 

A few microns of air (or another overlayer, if the application requires it) are 

appended to the index distribution in order to ensure that the optical mode is confined to 

the computational domain. The condition of zero field on all domain boundaries can then 

be applied. Alternatively, for waveguides with an axis of symmetry, one half of the mode 

can be solved for, with dEn/dx\x = o = 0 (for even modes), or En\x = o = 0 (for odd modes). If 

the FDM is designed to allow non-equal node spacing, it is desirable to append all 

boundaries with one "distant" node. Li this case, the zero-field boundary condition is 

assured to have negligible effect on the calculated modes. 

The accuracy of the FDM algorithm relies on one other important factor. The 

calculated fields are assumed to be piecewise constant within the immediate vicinity of 

each computational node. This means that the computational grid cannot be the same one 

used for the process modeling, as that grid contains a row of nodes at the glass-melt 

interface (y = 0). As this interface produces a sharp discontinuity in the dielectric 

constant, one can expect a discontinuity in the normal field component at this grid point. 

This problem is overcome by re-sampling the index profile at the midpoints between each 

node in the _y-direction. Additionally, the region around y = 0' (within the first node 

spacing in the overlayer) must be interpolated to a much finer grid in order to preserve 

the sharp discontinuity. Again, the use of non-equal grid spacing is beneficial here. 

The Helmholtz matrix H has a size of rixriy - by - rixny for a domain of size - by -

riy, and will thus have nxHy eigensolutions. Fortunately, we are interested in only a few of 
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these, which represent the guided modes (and perhaps the first one or two cladding 

modes for some applications (Carriere et al. 2004^)). Furthermore, the upper bound on 

the magnitude of these desired eigenvalues is known {l^n <[A^o«max]^, where Wmax is the 

largest index value within the waveguide). Considered together with the sparsity of H, 

this suggests that iterative methods such as the Amoldi process (Amoldi 1951) should be 

able to quickly and accurately provide the desired solutions. Variants of this method are 

available in most commercial software packages. 

While the scalar modes are useful in determining such waveguide characteristics 

as burial depth and waveguide-to-fiber coupling efficiency, they are insufficient for many 

applications such as birefringence modeling. Realizing that in the case of weak guiding, 

quasi-vectorial modes (with no polarization coupling) are sufficient to characterize the 

waveguide, one can employ a semivectorial finite difference method introduced in (Stem 

1988) and extended to variable node spacing in (Kim & Ramaswamy 1989) to solve eqn. 

(4.8) with the appropriate discontinuity conditions of the normal field components. 

4.2 EXAMPLE - SELECTIVELY BURIED WAVEGUIDE 

The optical modes corresponding to the selectively buried waveguide modeled in 

chapter 3.4 are now calculated, using the parameters listed in table 4.1. The superstrate is 

assumed to be air (the metallic burial mask is removed following the burial and does not 

affect the optical modes). As this waveguide exhibits low birefringence, only the scalar 

modes are modeled here. Only one guided mode is present, with an effective index 

(propagation constant divided by wavenumber) of 1.5123. This is shown in figure 4.1(a). 
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The first cladding mode, with an effective index of 1.5063 (just below cut-off), is shown 

in figure 4.1(b). 

Table 4.1: Parameters used in optical modeling of selectively bxiried waveguide 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Wavelength X 1550 imi 
Substrate index '^sub 1.507 
Maximum index change Afio 0.075 
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Figure 4.1: Modeled intensity profiles of the scalar modes of a selective buried waveguide. The horizontal 
line represents the surface of the substrate. 

(a) fundamental mode, (b) 2°'' mode 
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4.3. STATISTICS OF THE OPTICAL MODE 

Often, it is insufficient to know only the mode field profiles and effective indices 

of a waveguide. For instance, the overlap integral with another mode profile is critical in 

determining coupling losses between waveguides, while the burial depth can be 

calculated in several ways, including the position of peak index, the centroid of the mode 

intensity distribution, or the location of the peak mode overlap with that of a coupling 

fiber. The latter method has been used to accurately measure burial depth in (Madasamy 

et al. 2003^). Other relevant statistics include the power fraction within any given region 

of the waveguide structure (extremely important for sensor and modulator applications), 

and the ellipticity of the mode (related to form birefringence). Fiuthermore, if the mode 

exhibits even or odd symmetry in the transverse direction, this information can be used in 

mode classification schemes (the boundary conditions inherent to the process ensure that 

the modes are never exactly symmetric in the vertical direction). 

A comprehensive statistical analysis of the optical modes was coded as an 

optional output in the optical modeling. For an arbitrary waveguide fabricated by thermal 

exchange fi-om a salt melt, followed by field-assisted burial, a screen shot of the statistical 

output is shown in figure 4.2. The output data is described as follows, with the formulas 

for all statistics given in Appendix D. 

• X-symmetry: EVEN - this result is derived from the test that E{x,y) = E{-x,y) 

• Maximum X position of mode: 0 jum - simply indicates that the peak field value 

lies at X = 0 /xm 
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Maximum Y position of mode: 3.9 fim - the peak field value lies at = 3.9 iim 

below the surface 

Mean X position of mode: 0 fim - the jc-centroid of the mode distribution, which 

in this case must lie at x = 0 due to the symmetry of the waveguide 

Mean Y position of mode: 3.79 /xm - the >'-centroid of the mode distribution. It is 

closer to the surface of the substrate than the maximum Y position, indicating that 

the mode profile is slightly asymmetric with depth 

2a X width of mode: 3.36 [xm - the transverse mode width, where a is the 

standard deviation (second moment) of the mode field distribution 

2o Y width of mode: 2.01 jum - the vertical mode width, where o is the standard 

deviation (second moment) of the mode field distribution 

Ellipticity of mode: 0.802 - based on the relative mode widths in x and y. Zero 

ellipticity indicates that the mode has equal widths. Note that this does not imply 

circular symmetry, as the mode may have a non-zero third moment (skewness) 

Fraction of mode power in cover layer: 1.26 x 10"^ - the fraction of mode power 

that lies above the surface of the substrate. This value is very small, as expected 

for a buried waveguide with air overlayer 

Maximum X position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode: 0 jiim - a Gaussian 

approximation to the fundamental mode of SMF-28 single-mode fiber is 

convolved with the waveguide mode in 2 dimensions. The peak coordinate of this 

convolution represents the position of the fiber for optimum coupling. As 

expected by symmetry, this lies at JC = 0 
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• Maximum Y position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode: 3.7 /im - the y-

coordinate of the convolution peak as described above 

• Overlap integral with SMF-28: 0.453, or 3.44 dB mode mismatch loss - the 

magnitude of the overlap integral at the peak position. Clearly, this waveguide is 

not optimized for coupling to single-mode fiber 

(̂ p) . . .  

-10 -5 0 5 10 

x[nm] 

-10 -5 0 5 10 

x[iim] 

FDM REPORT - buriedSO 
Mode #0 
Wavelength; 1550 iim 
Hgfl [scalar]: 1.5325 

Rgfl [ Y E ] :  1.53252 - n^, [TM]: 1.53239 

Birefringence: 1.303e-4 
X-symmetry: EVEN 

Maximum X position of mode: 0 ij.m 

Maximum Y position of mode: 3.9 ^.m 

Mean X position of mode: 0 p.m 

Mean Y position of mode: 3.79 |im 

2oX width of mode: 3.36 ^.m 

2CTYwidth of mode: 2.01 [im 

Ellipticity of mode: 0.802, X > Y 

Fraction of mode power in cover layer: 1.26e-005 

Maximum X position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode: 0|j.m 
Maximum Y position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode: 3.7 |jjn 
Overlap Integral with SMF-28: 0.453, or 3.44 dB mode mismatch loss 

Figure 4.2: Screen shot of the statistical calculations performed on modeled waveguides 
Top figure shows contours at 0.1, 0.3,... 0.9 of mode power. Bottom figure shows a gray-scaled mode 
intensity profile. Horizontal lines represent the substrate surface and the mean Y position of the mode. 
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Chapter 5 

ADVANCED MODELING CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 PARAMETER EXTRACTION 

Evaluation of eqn. (3.12) requires accurate knowledge of the parameters DAg and 

M. Furthermore, conversion of the Ag"^ profile to an index profile requires A«o, as shown 

in eqn. (4.6). As these parameters are not routinely provided by the manufacturers of 

glass substrates, methods must be developed to determine them experimentally, a 

problem that has been addressed by relatively few authors. All known methods involve 

the formation of slab waveguides using thermal exchange from a salt melt - this allows 

eqn. (3.12) to be reduced to a single dimension, with no external electric field: 

dC 'ig D 

dt dy 1-(1-M)C,, 
(5.1) 

A method must then be developed to determine the index profile n{y,t) of the slab 

waveguides, and then correlate this to the solution of the above equation. 

Determining the index profile of slab guides can be accomplished by several 

means. Interferometric methods (Kaminow & Carruthers 1973; Martin 1974), grating-

coupling methods (Hunsperger 1982), and electron microprobe analysis (Stewart et al. 

1977) have been employed, but a much more economical and non-destructive solution 
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makes use of the technique of prism coupling (Tien & Ulrich 1970), which does not 

explicitly measure the index profile, but produces the effective indices neff,m of the guided 

modes, as well as the substrate index. 

Once the slab modes are determined, the index profile n{y,t) can be approximated. 

If M= 1, eqn. (5.1) reduces to the linear diffusion equation, which has a known analytical 

solution. 

In this case, with t known, DAg can be deduced simply from the diffusion depth. 

However, as mentioned previously, M differs significantly from unity for most glasses of 

interest, and no closed-form expression for CAg{y,t) exists in this case. The index profile 

can then be calculated using a number of algorithms, most often derived from the WKB 

method (Chiang 1985; Belkhir 2002). The Ag"^ concentration profile then follows 

logically from eqn. (4.6). Such index profile reconstruction algorithms are essentially an 

exercise in polynomial curve fitting, and are limited in precision due to the finite number 

of slab mode indices - m modes can, in general, specify an (m-1)"^ - order polynomial. 

For most ion exchange glasses, the number of slab modes is rather small for most 

(5.2) 

where erfc is the complementary error function. 

2 
erfc(a) = \ exp( -y^ )dy .  (5.3) 
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processes of convenient duration. The number of modes can be increased by performing 

the prism coupHng at a shorter wavelength, hi this case, it is necessary to be able to 

relate A«o at one wavelength to that at another. This is accomplished using the 

approximation 

Awq A«o 

zi 
(5 .4 )  

A.2 

Previous authors, e.g. (Choo et al. 2003) have approached the problem of 

parameter extraction by what amounts to "brute force" methods. Here, an initial guess is 

made for all three parameters {DAg, M, A/JQ}. The ion exchange is simulated, and 

theoretical slab modes are calculated and then compared to the measured modes. If they 

do not match with sufficient accuracy, a new set of trial parameters is used, based on the 

feedback from previous trials. This method can be extremely time-consuming, and relies 

on a great deal of intuition on the part of the operator. 

A method has been developed here to simultaneously determine all three 

parameters while avoiding the labor-intensive brute force method. A genetic algorithm 

(GA) has been employed to automate the process of searching the parameter space to find 

the set of parameters that best produces the index profile as determined by the slab 

modes. This method does not require the operator to have any understanding of the 

intricacies of ion exchange, as long as an upper and lower bound can be provided for 

each parameter. The concept of the genetic algorithm will be developed in great detail in 

chapter 7.4 in the context of a design problem; the application of the GA to parameter 
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extraction will be discussed here. This particular GA proceeds as shown in figure 5.1, 

and can be broken down as discussed in the following subsections. 

Input of Known Values 

The operator must input the known values of wavelength, substrate index (which 

is easily observed as the "knee" of the prism coupling spectrum), measured slab mode 

indices, and ion exchange time. Upper and lower bounds for all three parameters must be 

provided as well. A narrow region of parameter space will accelerate convergence to a 

solution, so any a priori knowledge is of great benefit. One such constraint is that the 

lower limit of A«o must be at least n^fj - «sub- A final input is the resolution with which 

each parameter must be known. 

Initial Population of Trial Parameters & Simulation of Ion Exchange 

Each parameter is binary-encoded into a "gene," and each of these is concatenated 

into a "chromosome," as described in chapter 7.4. Solution of the diffusion equation 

(5.1) is considerably less complicated than that described in chapter 3. No external field 

need be computed (the diffusion field Ediff, developed in chapter 3.1, appears only 

implicitly). With only one spatial dimension of interest, both explicit and implicit 

methods can be employed to rapidly solve eqn. (5.1), with stability issues managed by 
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employing suitably small time steps. This GA employs the implicit three-point Crank-

Nicolson method to solve for CAg(y,t). 

Simulate ion exchange 

Calculate slab modes 

Input known quantities 

Create first generation of trial parameters 

Create next generation 
of trial parameters 

Acceptable 
figure of 
merit? 

NO 

YES 

STOP 

Evaluate figure of merit 

Figure 5.1: Flowchart illustrating the genetic algorithm used for ion exchange parameter extraction 
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Calculation of Slab Modes 

The index profile is first calculated from the Ag"^ concentration profile using eqn. 

(4.6). Effective indices Nejf,m of all guided slab modes are calculated using a fast 

algorithm derived from the WKB equation (Chiang 1991). 

Calculation of Figure of Merit 

Each trial set of parameters is evaluated by comparing the resulting set of mode 

indices (Neff^m) to those measured by the prism coupler ineff,m), and assigning a "figure of 

merit" F to the parameters: 

A weighted sum of squared errors is used here. The errors are squared to ensure that F is 

reduced for errors in index of either sign. The weights Wm are an optional element in F 

that reflect the differing level of confidence in the measured modes. Those that lie just 

above cut-off are generally less accurate due to their proximity to the subsfrate "knee" in 

the prism coupling spectrum. The exponential drop-off in F for large mode errors will 

serve to bias the following generation toward an optimal solution, as described in the 

following subsection. 

(5.5) 
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Subsequent Population of Trial Devices 

If none of the trial sets of parameters produces an acceptably high figure of merit, 

it is necessary to create a new generation of chromosomes. To accomplish this, "parent" 

chromosomes are selected in proportion to their figure of merit, and their genetic material 

is combined using a single-point crossover. A small probability of mutation of a random 

bit is allowed. 

It must be noted that DAg is strongly temperature-dependent. As ionic mobility 

depends on a microscopic level on the probability that an ion's kinetic energy exceeds the 

activation energy required to break free from its site in the glass matrix, DAg exhibits 

Arrhenius behavior (Albert 1992), 

where Ea is the activation energy and T is the absolute temperature. As M is the ratio of 

two diffusion coefficients, it is also temperature-dependent, although to a lesser extent: 

(5.6) 

Nafi \ J 
(5.7) 

The dependence of DAg on temperature can be used to great advantage in order to 

increase confidence in the results of the genetic algorithm. Plotting In(Z)^g) vs. {HkT) 

should produce a straight line of slope -Ea- Any data that deviates considerably from this 
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line is erroneous, suggesting that the GA be allowed to evolve further (or possibly that 

the bounds on parameter values are incorrect). 

In addition to improving the accuracy of the parameters, knowledge of the 

temperature dependence allows for the parameter values to be extrapolated to the lower 

temperatures commonly encountered in field-assisted processes. At these temperatures, 

DAg is sufficiently low that fabricating a slab waveguide by thermal exchange from a salt 

melt would take a prohibitive length of time. In fact, it may be impossible if the 

temperature of interest falls below the melting temperature of the silver salt. 

If enough substrates are available, the above procedure can be repeated for 

waveguides that have been exchanged for different lengths of time. The GA should 

produce identical results for all lengths of time, although those obtained at longer 

exchange times should be more accurate, as the effect of experimental error in exchange 

time and temperature is reduced. 

As a final check on the acciaracy of the GA, slab modes can be measured at 

several wavelengths (Chiang et al. 1996). Each wavelength will show a slightly different 

A«o by eqn. (5.4), but should produce identical values for DAg and M. 

5.2 EXAMPLE OF PARAMETER EXTRACTION 

The GA was used to determine the parameters of a Schott IOG-10 substrate, an 

alkali-zinc-silicate glass which is optimized for ion exchange. Thermal exchanges were 

performed at five temperatures, and for five different durations. The measured modes at 

a wavelength of 632.8 nm are shown in tables 5.1(a)-(e). Figure 5.2 shows DAg vs. time 
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for each exchange temperature. As expected, the calculated diffusion constants show 

little variation for longer exchange times. In all cases, M was found to equal 0.074, and 

A«o = 0.075. 

In figure 5.3, ln(Z)^g) is plotted against (q/kT), where the vertical error bars 

indicate the range of diffusion coefficients for different exchange times. The data shows 

a strong linear trend, as expected (regression coefficient = 0.9734). 

t 

+ t -

1 j 
f f 

ci) 
IF 
6 C) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
exchange time (min) 

Figure 5.2: D^g vs. exchange time for various exchange temperatures 
o; 304 °C, x; 311 °C, +: 318 °C, *: 324 °C, •: 336 °C 



Table 5.1: Measured slab modes at 632.8 rmi 
(a) 304 °C 

Time (min) 10 20 30 40 50 

neff. I  1.5707 1.5766 1.5805 1.5830 1.5856 
n^,2 1.5366 1.5506 1.5578 1.5624 1.5660 
neff. 3  1.5275 1.5373 1.5443 1.5496 
neff.4 1.5270 1.5278 
Da , (X lO-"") (m'/s) 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.4 

(b)311 °C 
Time (min) 20 30 40 50 

^eff, 1 1.5799 1.5821 1.5833 1.5850 
1.5550 1.5609 1.5643 1.5699 

n e f f . }  1.5327 1.5425 1.5478 1.5518 
nejf.4 1.5262 1.5224 1.5373 
neff. 5 1.5245 
Da , (X 10"'') (m'/s) 5.9 5.6 5.3 5.3 

(c)318 °C 
Time (min) 10 20 30 40 50 

n-eff.! 1.5759 1.5825 1.5845 1.5862 1.5881 
neff, 2 1.5480 1.5614 1.5657 1.5690 1.5721 
n e f f , }  1.5242 1.5428 1.5498 1.5549 1.5593 
neff, 4 1.5262 1.5348 1.5412 1.5473 
neff 5 1.5222 1.5285 1.5355 
neff. 6 1.5252 
Da , (X 10"'') (m'/s) 8.2 8.5 7.7 7.5 7.7 

(d) 324 °C 

Time (min) 10 20 30 40 50 
n^f. 1 1.5804 1.5844 1.5870 1.5881 1.5900 
n^.2 1.5570 1.5657 1.5702 1.5734 1.5757 
neff. 3 1.5357 1.5496 1.5565 1.5612 1.5644 
n^, 4 1.5342 1.5433 1.5499 1.5539 
n^,5 1.5311 1.5388 1.5438 
neff, 6 1.5286 1.5340 
neff. 7 1.5253 
Da , (X 10"'") (m'/s) 13.1 11.4 10.9 10.9 10.8 

(e) 336 °C 
Time (min) 10 20 30 40 50 
n e f f .  I  1.5813 1.5878 1.5882 1.5896 1.5923 
neff. 2  1.5601 1.5696 1.5732 1.5759 1.5783 
neff} 

neff. 4 

1.5414 1.5550 1.5612 1.5650 1.5680 neff} 

neff. 4 1.5250 1.5420 1.5501 1.5552 1.5590 
neff. 5 1.5296 1.5393 1.5457 1.5502 
neff. 6 1.5293 1.5365 1.5417 
n^. 7 1.5280 1.5335 
neff. 8 1.5215 1.5262 
Da , (X 10"") (m'/s) 15.8 15.5 14.7 14.5 14.5 
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Figure 5.3: In(Z)^g) vs. (q/kT). Results of the genetic algorithm are shown as circles. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the GA results. 
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5.3 PROXIMITY EFFECT 

When closely spaced waveguides are fabricated using ion exchange, the presence 

of each guide perturbs both the local Ag"^ concentration and the local electric field in the 

vicinity of the other guide. This field perturbation occurs even in the case that M = 1, if 

the field is applied through openings in a mask. As a result, the index profile of the 

coupled system is not identical to that of each individual guide positioned side-by-side, a 

type of proximity effect. In particular, there will be a noticeable difference in the index 

between the guides, a region that is critical to the coupling characteristics. This effect is 

more pronounced when the initial thermal exchange is field-assisted. Such a process may 

be required to produce guides that strongly confine the optical mode after burial, for 

example if the device is to contain low-loss, compact ring resonators. The distinction 

between this effect and the optical mode perturbation that arises in a rigorous analysis of 

the coupled waveguide system must be stressed. The latter assumes that the index 

distribution of the coupled system is a superposition of the individual waveguide index 

profiles. The former takes into account the mutual influence between the waveguides 

during processing. 

A common application requiring waveguides with close spacing is a directional 

coupler, consisting simply of two parallel guides. Here, a cross-section of a directional 

coupler is modeled in two ways. First, the fabrication of each guide is modeled 

separately, as if the other guide was not present, and these guides are superimposed with 

an appropriate offset to form a directional coupler. In the second method, the guides are 

modeled together as a coupled system, using a mask with two openings for the field-
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assisted thermal exchange. The processing parameters are shown in table 5.2. Center-to-

center spacings of the mask openings vary from 4 to 14 [im. 

The directional couplers are analyzed using semivector FDM to determine the 

propagation constants of the ftindamental and first higher-order modes of the coupled 

system - often referred to as "supermodes" - for both TE and TM polarization. The full 

coupling length of the device (the length at which 100% of the light introduced into one 

of the waveguides has coupled to the adjacent waveguide) is related to the difference 

between the propagation constants as (Tamir 1990): 

The coupling lengths for quasi-TE polarization, calculated for both modeling cases, are 

plotted on a logarithmic scale in figure 5.4. The quasi-TM coupling lengths are very 

similar and are not shown here. 

Using the sinusoidal variation of coupled mode power with length, it is possible to 

represent the discrepancy in coupling length as a crosstalk, 

/^TE,0 PTE,\ 
(5.8) 

L 
'"'™ B -B h'mfi yTM,\ 

X[dB] = 101og,J^ 
\ out,2 J 

(5.9) 
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where Pout.x is the output power from the first waveguide and Pout.i is the output power 

from the second waveguide, for unit power input to the first waveguide. 
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Figure 5.4: Simulated full coupling length (quasi-TE polarization) vs. waveguide separation. 
Solid: waveguides modeled separately. Dashed: waveguides modeled simultaneously 

Figure 5.5 shows the simulated crosstalk arising in the full coupler when the 

waveguides are not modeled simultaneously. For close waveguide spacings (< 7 jum), we 

find that the coupling length is underestimated when the proximity effect is neglected. 

The reason for this underestimation can be seen in figure 5.6. During the field-assisted 

thermal exchange, the presence of each waveguide perturbs the electric field lines that 

drive the evolution of the other waveguide. As a result, the guides move farther apart 
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from each other, decreasing the mode overlap and increasing the couphng length. For 

larger waveguide spacings (> 7 [im), perturbation of the electric field lines is negligible. 

Neglecting the proximity effect, the coupling length is overestimated. The 

overestimation occurs because the index between the guides is higher when the proximity 

effect is accounted for. This results in a greater overlap of the optical modes between the 

two guides, and a corresponding shortening of the coupling length. This higher index is 

due to the fact that the Ag"^ concentration gradient that drives the lateral diffusion during 

burial is reduced by the presence of the other waveguide. Around 7 ixm, these two 

phenomena cancel each other out (incomplete crosstalk reduction in the figure is due to 

the finite resolution of this simulation). As the spacing increases past 14 /xm, the 

proximity effect becomes negligible, and crosstalk theoretically vanishes as expected, but 

the coupling lengths in this range are too long for practical devices (see figure 5.4). Note 

that over most of the simulation range, crosstalk is worse than -50 dB, which is 

unacceptable for many applications. 

Table 5.2: Processing parameters used in modeling of directional coupler 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Field-assisted thermal exchange 

Mask opening width 
Self-dif&sion coefficient of Ag"^ 
Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients 
Exchange time 
Exchange temperature 
Applied voltage 
Substrate thickness 

M 

^th 
T 

K 
d 

2 iim. 
1 X 10"'^ m^/s 
0.2 
20 tnin 
583 K 
20 V 
2 mm 

Index modeling 
Substrate index @ 1550 nm 
Maximum index change @ 1550 nm AMO 

1.4525 
0.03 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated crosstalk due to improper modeling of directional coupler. Solid: TE. Dashed: TM 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated refractive index contours (solid) of a directional coupler after the step of electric 
field-assisted thermal exchange (Qg = 0.1, 0.3,.. .0.9). Electric field lines at the end of the process (dashed). 
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Chapter 6 

MODEL VALIDATION 

6.1 VALIDATION PROCEDURE 

The model developed in chapters 3 through 5 of this Dissertation can be validated 

by comparing a modeled channel waveguide with one that has been fabricated. There are 

two ways to approach this problem. The first uses a refracted near-field (RNF) technique 

(White 1979). The RNF technique produces a point-by-point refractive index profile in a 

cross-sectional slice through the waveguide, so it can be compared directly with the 

modeling results. However, the spatial resolution is limited by the spot size of the probe 

beam. A second technique is to utilize the waveguide in a resonant configuration. 

Fabricating a ring-shaped waveguide is one way of achieving this, but the mode shapes 

and effective indices will be distorted by the waveguide curvature. If a grating is UV-

written into a waveguide, however, the resonant frequencies are proportional only to the 

effective indices and the grating period (which is assumed known). This technique is 

used here. 

6.2 PARAMETER EXTRACTION 

The waveguide is to be fabricated in a Schott BGG31 2-inch substrate, a 

borosilicate glass with favorable ion exchange properties. To determine the ion exchange 

parameters, the genetic algorithm developed in chapter 5.1 was applied, using the 

parameters listed in table 6.1. The results of the GA are plotted in figure 6.1. It should 
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be noted that the algorithm was performed twice. The first run used broad parameter 

ranges and coarse resolution in order to narrow down the optimum region of parameter 

space. The second run, the results of which are shown in figure 6.1, used a more precise 

grid over a smaller optimization space. The resulting parameters are = 1.1 x 10"'^ 

m^/s, 0.72, and AWQ = 0.0343. To convert A«o from the simulation wavelength of 

632.8 nm to the design wavelength of 1550 nm, equation (5.4) is used, resulting in 

A«O|I55O NM = 0.0340. Note that the GA simulated a total of 300 trial sets of parameters 

(20 generations, 15 simulations per generation). The reason that fewer than 300 dots 

appear in figure 6.1 is that many of the parameter sets were selected on multiple 

occasions. 

Table 6.1: Parameters used in the genetic algorithm to determine ion exchange parameters 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Wavelength of measured modes X 632.8 nm 
Substrate index ^sub 1.4712 @ 632.8 nm; 1.4574 @ 1550 nm 
Exchange time tth 4 hours 
Measured modes 1.4956, 1.4896,1.4846, 1.4802,1.4762, 1.4729 
Range and Resolution: 

^Ag 6 X IQ-'® - 1.4 X 10"'^ m^/s ; lO ''' mVs 
M 0.5- 1.0; 0.0001 
Ano 0.03 - 0.04 ; 0.0001 

Simulations per generation 15 
Generations 20 
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Figure 6.1: Results of the genetic algorithm for extraction of ion exchange parameters. Each dot represents 
a trial solution evaluated within the algorithm. The fitness is represented by color - red dots represent very 

poor fitness while blue dots represent very good fitness. 
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6.3 PROCESS MODELING 

The waveguide was designed to support two transverse modes at a wavelength of 

1550 nm, for use in an add/drop multiplexer (Castro 2004). The processing consisted of 

a thermal exchange from a molten salt, followed by a short field-assisted burial to reduce 

the surface interaction of the guided modes. Processing parameters are shown in table 

6.2. Figure 6.2 shows the silver ion concentration following the burial step. 

Table 6.2: Processing parameters used in modeling of two-mode waveguide 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Thermal exchange 

Mask opening width w„ 5 /im 
Self-di&sion coefficient of Ag^ ^Ag 1.1 X lO '^m^/s 
Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients M 0.72 
Exchange time ^th 60 min 

Field-assisted burial 
Self-diffusion coefficient of Ag^ ^Ag 5 X lO"'" m^/s 
Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients M 0.72 
Burial time h 5 min 
Burial temperature T 528 K 
Applied voltage V, 275 V 
Substrate thickness d 2 mm 

I 

xlum] 

Figure 6.2: Ag^ concentration contours of two-mode waveguide. Contours represent = 0.1, 0.2,..., 0.5. 
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6.4 OPTICAL MODELING 

The two-mode waveguide is now solved for quasi-TM modes using the 

parameters listed in table 6.3. The modeled mode intensity profiles are shown in figure 

6.3. The modes of the fabricated waveguide were selectively excited using different 

branches of an adiabatic coupler, and are shown in figure 6.4. 

Next, a grating was written into the two-mode waveguide by exposing the 

substrate to UV irradiation through a phase mask. Based on the measured Bragg 

wavelengths, the effective indices were determined. The measured and modeled 

effective indices are shown in table 6.4. The discrepancy is only 10"^ - well within the 

limits of both measurement and processing uncertainty (the change in effective index 

change due to the grating, for instance, is on the order of 10""^). 

Table 6.3: Parameters used in optical modeling of two-mode waveguide 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Wavelength 
Substrate index 
Maximum index change 

X 
^sub 
A«o 

1550 nm 
1.4574 
0.034 

Table 6.4: Comparison of modeled and measured mode indices 
Mode (modeled) (measured) Difference 
0 1.4638 

1.4575 
1.4637 
1.4575 

0.0001 
< 0.0001 
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Figure 6.3: Modeled mode intensity profiles of two-mode waveguide, 
(a) fundamental mode, (b) 2°'' mode 
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Figure 6.4: Measured mode intensity profiles of two-mode waveguide, 
(a) fundamental mode, (b) l""* mode 
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Chapter 7 

DESIGN OF MULTIMODE INTERFERENCE DEVICES 

7.1 INTRODUCTION TO MULTIMODE INTERFERENCE DEVICES 

The operation of multimode interference (MMI) devices relies on the principle of 

coherent self-imaging of a transversally periodic aperture. This effect has long been 

known in free space, referred to as the Talbot effect (Talbot 1836). In multimode 

waveguides, as will be shown in chapter 7.2, the guided modes are approximately 

periodic in (at least) one transverse direction. This leads to a quadratic distribution of 

propagation constants in the paraxial (small-angle) approximation, the result of which is 

the formation of a series of transverse planes which exhibit one, or a multiple of self-

images of the input field. Coupling of the multiple self-images to a series of output 

waveguides forms the basis of an optical power splitter (Bryngdahl 1973; Ulrich 1975). 

In addition to power splitting applications, MMI structures have recently been 

proposed to perform functions such as pump/signal multiplexing for EDFAs (Bakhtazad 

et al. 2001), mode conversion and coupling (Leuthold et al. 1998), and sensing (Hah et 

al. 2000; Irace & Breglio 2003). 

7.2 SELF-IMAGING THEORY 

For practical MMI devices, the multimode section supports only a single mode in 

the vertical (y-) direction, leading most authors to eliminate j-dependence of the optical 

field, usually through the effective index method (EIM). For reasons that will be 
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discussed in chapter 7.3, the ji;-dependence of the optical mode will be made explicit in 

the following derivation, taken primarily from the excellent description of self-imaging 

theory in strongly-guided multimode waveguides provided in (Soldano & Pennings 

1995). Figure 7.1 shows a generalized diagram of a 1-by-A'^MMI power splitter. 

X 
A 

0 

1 
X N 

X ,  

X i 

T 
W., 

in 

L MMI 

Figure 7.1: 1 x #multimode interference power splitter, showing all relevant parameters 

At the input to the multimode section (z = 0), the field distribution of the input 

access waveguide can be expanded in the eigenmodes \l/v(x,y) of the multimode guide. 

'i'(x,y,z = 0) = , (7.1) 

where the a„ are the expansion coefficients, calculated using the overlap integrals 

a., = 

^ j ^(x,y,z = Q)ii/^{x,y)^dy 

\\¥lix,y)dxdy 
(7.2) 
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The summation in eqn. (7.1) is over all guided and leaky (cladding) modes, although the 

latter may be neglected in most practical cases, as their are relatively small for 

practical access waveguide widths. 

As each mode propagates in z, it accumulates a phase term equal to exp(i/3^), 

where jSy is the propagation constant. The distribution of propagation constants is of 

paramount importance in the derivation of the device geometry. For a step-index 

waveguide of core index n^o, the transverse wavenumbers and the propagation constants 

are related through the dispersion equation 

(7.3) 

with ^0 = 27r/ Xo the free-space wavenumber, and 

^ (v + \)n (7.4) 

where We/fis the effective width of the waveguide, which is equal to the physical width in 

the limit of infinitely strong guiding, and will herein be denoted simply by W. Equation 

(7.4) essentially states that there are an integer number of half-periods of the transverse 

field within the waveguide. A critical assumption in self-imaging theory is that all 

transverse modes have the same effective width. 
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Applying the binomial expansion (which implies the paraxial approximation) to 

eqn. (7.3) gives 

(7.5) 
4n^„W 

Next, the beat length Z,r between the two lowest-order modes is defined: 

n An 
L  =  —-— s • (7.6) 

Thus, the distribution of propagation constants is quadratic in v, within the paraxial 

approximation: 

After propagating a distance L,  the field has the form 

' ¥ (x ,y ,z  =  L)  =  -Pv^L)  , (7.8) 
V 

where the common factor exp(/;SoL) has been included within the sum (this only adds a 

physically meaningless overall phase to the total field). Combining eqns. (7.7) and (7.8), 

we find that the field distribution at the output plane of the multimode guide is 
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^'{x,y,z = L) = Y^a^y/^{x,y) exp i 
^ .v(v + 2)7rL^ 

(7.9) 
V 

The apphcation of eqns. (7.1) - (7.9) is commonly referred to as Mode Propagation 

Analysis (MPA). It should be noted that eqn (7.9) disregards reflections at the interfaces 

between the access guides and the multimode section. These are negligible for weakly 

guiding MMI devices, especially those with gradient-index boundaries as with ion-

exchanged waveguides (Shibata et al 1996). 

To understand why the MMI device produces self-imaging of the input field, it is 

instructive to compare equations (7.1) and (7.9). This shows that ^(x,y^ = Z) is an image 

(possibly mirrored in x about the axis of the waveguide) of "^(x,y^ = 0) if 

If the input access waveguide is symmetric with the multimode section as 

indicated in figure 7.1, only even modes of the multimode waveguide are excited. Noting 

that mod4[j'(j'+2)] = 0 for j' even, this results in a four-fold reduction of the self-imaging 

length. 

(7.10) 

This will be satisfied for device lengths of 

L = 3pL^, p = 0,1,2,... (7.11) 
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Z = = 0,1,2,... (7.12) 
4 

Furthermore, it can be shown that the shortest A'-fold self-imaging distance with 

symmetric input is 

(7.13) 

from the input (Bachmann et al. 1994). 

The inverse relationship between device length and number of outputs is of 

particular interest - it suggests that a larger fan-out results in shorter devices. Power 

splitters based on cascading y-branches, on the other hand, have a length that is roughly 

proportional to log {N). This apparent benefit is negated by the fact that MMI devices 

exhibit a transverse "bandwidth" - to resolve N independent self-images, the waveguide 

must support at least A'' + 1 guided transverse modes (Ulrich & Kamiya 1978). As the 

number of guided modes is proportional to the waveguide width, and by eqn. (7.6), is 

proportional to the square of the width, devices with large N can become very long. 

Furthermore, for the restricted self-imaging case described previously, the resolution 

criterion becomes even stricter - input power must couple appreciably io N + \ guided 

modes. For devices with symmetric input, odd modes are not excited due to symmetry. 

Li this case, the waveguide must support 2A'^ + 1 guided modes. 
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By symmetry, the output access waveguides are equally spaced and arranged 

symmetrically about the axis of the multimode waveguide. The x-coordinate of the 

center of the waveguide is then 

(7.14) 
2N 

The optimal width of the input access guide is somewhat difficult to determine. A 

waveguide that is too wide will not excite enough transverse modes of the multimode 

section. On the other hand, too narrow a guide will launch more power into the cladding 

modes of the multimode section, increasing the excess loss of the device. The optimal 

width of the output waveguides from a standpoint of insertion loss has been the subject of 

previous study (Gupta 2003), and can be estimated as the widest guide that exhibits 

negligible coupling to adjacent guides. On the other hand, previous authors have found a 

quasi-periodic relation between access waveguide width and minimization of power 

imbalance between the output waveguides (Hill et al. 2003). 

7.3 WEAKLY-GUIDING MMI DEVICES 

When the index difference between core and cladding in the multimode guide is 

small or contains a gradient as with diffused waveguides, higher-order transverse modes 

penetrate deeper into the cladding, and thus have greater effective widths. As a result, the 

distribution of effective indices is sub-parabolic, as can be inferred from eqns. (7.6) and 

(7.7). The results of self-imaging theory, which depend on the equality of effective 
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widths, are no longer accurate. The gradual de-phasing of the modes during propagation 

will blur the self-images and produce both a longitudinal and transverse shift in the 

optimal locations of the output waveguides, hi addition, the width of the multiple self-

images shows a slight increase as distance from the axis of symmetry increases. 

An additional concern arises when determining the optimum access waveguide 

width for buried ion-exchanged MMI devices, due to the vertical offset between 

waveguides of dissimilar width, as explained in chapter 3.3 (Madasamy et al. 2003^). 

Generally speaking, the widths need to be increased in order to reduce the vertical offset. 

In this way, the designer can balance transverse resolution against vertical insertion loss. 

7.4 GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR MMI DESIGN 

The genetic algorithm draws its inspiration from Darwin's theory of natural 

selection (Darwin 1859). In simple terms, the theory suggests that successive generations 

of living organisms evolve in adaptation to their environment because those individuals 

within the population that possess superior survival characteristics are more likely to 

produce offspring. Furthermore, a more advanced analysis of the relation between a 

population and its environment shows that random mutation of genetic material provides 

the diversity necessary to avoid stagnation of the population. New and possibly 

beneficial characteristics can be achieved in this way. 

The genetic algorithm, generally attributed to (De Jong 1975), is a conceptual 

reduction of the theory of natiaral selection in which the optimization of a physical 

problem is obtained by treating trial solutions as the population of "organisms" which 
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must evolve to conform to the conditions set forth by the problem at hand. By selecting 

the best individuals of a generation and combining their characteristics, a subsequent 

generation will, on average, approach the optimum solution to the problem. Unlike 

traditional derivative-based optimization algorithms, the GA is not prone to becoming 

trapped in local extrema of the fitness fimction in "optimization space" (the set of all 

possible combinations of the parameters to be optimized). Rather, the application of 

random mutations allows the GA to escape such extrema in order to optimize solutions 

globally. In addition, derivative-based methods require that the function to be optimized 

is "smooth" (i.e. continuous and differentiable everywhere), a restriction that does not 

apply to genetic algorithms. GAs are not guaranteed to converge to the global optimum 

solution (except in the infinite case, in which all possible coordinates in a discrete 

optimization space are searched). If properly set up, however, they can rapidly produce 

acceptable solutions in most cases. The GA is particularly well-suited to "inverse" 

problems - those for which an outcome is known (or desired, in design problems) and 

modeling of the forward process is feasible, but for which several initial conditions or 

physical parameters must be determined. Such problems abound in the physical sciences. 

In chapters 5 and 6, a GA was employed to extract the parameters driving an ion 

exchange process, given the resulting index profile. In the field of optics, genetic 

algorithms have been applied extensively to the problem of aberration minimization. A 

comprehensive review of this topic can be found in (Vasiljevic 2002). 

The genetic algorithm has been used by other authors in an attempt to design 

MMI devices (Wang et al. 2002). This prior work is very limited in scope. Primarily, 
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the mode characteristics in the vertical direction were eliminated using EEM. This 

assumes that the vertical index profile is identical in all regions of the device, an 

assumption that is incorrect in the ion exchange process. In addition, Wang's paper made 

the assumption that all output waveguides have equal widths, a restriction that does not 

exist in the work presented here. Finally, the authors reduced the number of parameters to 

optimize by making the simplification that each of the transverse modes in the multimode 

section has identical effective widths, an assumption that is unjustified. 

The GA described in this Dissertation seeks the best MMI design by 

simultaneously optimizing several geometrical parameters. It is assumed that the 

fabrication process and width of the MMI section are pre-determined. Referring to figure 

7.1, the parameters to be determined are the length of the MMI section (LMMI), width of 

the input guide (Win), and positions (x/) and widths (Wj) of the output guides. By 

symmetry, many of these parameters can be eliminated; for N even, only N / 2 positions 

and N / 2 widths need be determined, while for N odd, (N - 1) / 2 positions and (N + 1) / 

2 widths are required, for a total of + 2 parameters. 

A flowchart illustrating the design process is shown in figure 7.2. Before the GA 

begins, a library is created containing the quasi-TE and -TM mode fields for all possible 

access waveguide widths (in increments of 0.1 jum) as well as the fields and propagation 

constants of the multimode waveguide. This is done to eliminate the need to perform 

process modeling or optical mode solution of every waveguide during execution of the 

GA. The absence of such modeling within each generation of the GA drastically reduces 

the computational effort required to optimize the device design. Note that the process 
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modeling is performed only in transverse slices (in the xy-plane). Strictly speaking, this 

does not account for longitudinal ion transport at the transition regions between the 

multimode waveguide and the access waveguides, but this effect exists over a distance of 

only a few microns. As such, there will be no appreciable adiabatic tapering, and perhaps 

a very slight improvement in power coupling. The 0.1 jum resolution in guide width 

reflects the finite lithographic precision - any more precision than 0.1 jum would only 

slow down the convergence of the algorithm, without leading to repeatable improvements 

in the fabricated devices. Next, the power in the multimode section for an arbitrary 

symmetric input is calculated over a coarse grid using eqns. (7.1)-(7.9), and plotted as in 

figure 7.3, in order to estimate the optimum device length to within a few tens of 

microns. 

Each of the + 2 parameter ranges is binary-encoded to arbitrary precision in a 

bit string, analogous to a gene. For the waveguide widths, the value encoded in the gene 

is rounded to the nearest 0.1 [im when the gene is expressed, in order to utilize the pre-

computed mode field libraries. Other parameters are not rounded off in the GA, but are 

only quoted here to the nearest 0.1 fim. Table 7.1 illustrates this process. The genes are 

then concatenated to form a "chromosome" as shown in figure 7.4. In this way, all 

geometrical parameters to be optimized are encoded in a single binary sequence. 
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Figure 7.2. Flowchart illustrating the genetic algorithm used for MMI devices design 

Table 7.1: 7-bit representation of waveguide width (varying from 2.0 to 14.7 microns) 
Wj (ixm) gene 
2.0 0000000 
2.1 0000001 
2.2 0000010 

14.6 
14.7 

1111110 
1111111 
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• 

Figure 7.3: Intensity profile in the MMI (top view) 

Wj Xi 

01101011100111010111000110100100101100010 

Figure 7.4: A sample chromosome, showing the genes that characterize each device parameter of the 1 x 4 
MMI power splitter 

An initial population of trial devices is randomly generated using an unbiased 

distribution (each bit in each chromosome is equally likely to be "0" or "1"). Each 

device is modeled using eqns. (7.1, 7.2, and 7.8) for both polarizations. Power coupled 

into each output waveguide is calculated using an overlap integral with the fundamental 

mode of the output waveguide, shifted to the appropriate transverse position. Power 

coupled into any higher-order modes of the output waveguides will be radiated during the 

down-taper to a single mode output, and therefore is considered to be lost. Similarly, it is 

assumed that only the fiindamental mode of the input waveguide is present; this can be 

achieved by an adiabatic up-taper. Care is taken to ensure that evanescent coupling 

between the output waveguides is negligible. If this will not be the case, techniques such 

JV2 ^2 
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as beam propagation method (BPM) can be apphed to propagate the output fields through 

diverging waveguides. 

If, for unit input power, the power coupled to the output waveguide is Pi, and 

the total quasi-TE and -TM output power is PTE and PTM, respectively, we can define 

three positive-valued properties of the modeled device, all in dB - excess loss (XL), 

power imbalance (IB), and polarization dependent loss (PDL): 

XL = -mog,,(f^P,), (7.15) 
/=1 

IB = -mog,,(Pr/Pri (7-16) 

PDL = -\0 LOG,, (P;^ IP;:^. (7.17) 

Here, P(P[^^^) is the smallest (largest) Pi, and (Ppoi^^) is the smaller (larger) of 

PTE and PTM-

A figure of merit is determined for each trial device, 

F = exp[-(C;^ZL + C,,IB + CP^.PDL)], (7.18) 

where the CJ are weighting coefficients that determine the relative importance of each 

property. These depend on the particular application of the MMI device. For example, a 

splitter for high-sensitivity interferometry requires extremely low power imbalance, with 
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excess loss somewhat less important and polarization dependent loss of no consequence 

(assuming the device is designed for single-polarization operation). In this case, the 

operator can set C® » CXL and CPDL = 0. A "perfect" device has a figure of merit of 1, 

although this is generally not achievable for actual devices. 

If all of the F in a generation of trial devices are below a target value, a 

subsequent generation is created, where the probability of a particular device becoming a 

"parent" is proportional to its value of F, a process known as "roulette wheel scaling" 

(Davis 1991). The decaying exponential form of F provides a strong bias, or "selective 

pressure," in favor of the fittest parents, accelerating the convergence of the algorithm. 

Parent selection is achieved by using the concept of the cumulative probability 

distribution function, explained in (Frieden 1991) for continuous variables and developed 

here for the discrete case. 

Let Fp be the figure of merit for the trial device, with P devices per generation, 

as shown in figure 7.5(a). A normalized cumulative distribution, Gp, is defined as 

p YF, 
(7.19) 

IL",-
p'= l  

where/?' is a dummy index, and is illustrated in figure 7.5(b). This is now converted to a 

piecewise continuous function. 

g W ^ - U J), {0 < X < P}, (7.20) 
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where ycj is the "floor" function, equal to the nearest integer less than or equal to jc. g(x) 

is shown in figure 7.5(c). A random number is then generated with uniform probability 

between 0 and I, y = U[0,1], and the root ;c' solving >'-g(x') = 0 is found using linear 

interpolation. The index of the parent is then equal to p* = , the ceiling function of 

x' (nearest integer greater than or equal to x'), as illustrated in figure 7.5(d). 
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Figure 7.5; Example of the process of biased random parent selection, 
(a) Fp, (b) Gp, (c) g(x), (d) solving for;?* 

After the parents are selected, a check is performed to eliminate the possibility 

that the parents are identical. This situation, which becomes more likely as the algorithm 

converges, would not generate a new trial device, as the parents have identical 
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chromosomes. A single-point splicing of the two parent chromosomes is performed at a 

uniformly random location. Finally, a small but finite probability of single-bit 

"mutation" (0 1 or 1 0) is applied in order to escape local maxima of F in 

parameter space. 

Careful consideration of the process by which successive generations are selected 

shows one potential problem with the GA. It is possible that the fittest individual of a 

generation may be less fit than that of the preceding generation. This is overcome by 

simply promoting the fittest individuals to the next generation, appending them to those 

produced by crossover and mutation, a process known as "elitist selection" (De Jong 

1975). The best figure of merit is this guaranteed to never decrease between generations. 

Successive generations of devices are modeled until the target figure of merit is 

achieved. As it is common in GAs for well-evolved generations to contain multiple 

identical chromosomes, each F is recorded in a library in order to avoid redundant 

calculations. Devices that are un-physical are assigned an infmitesimally small figure of 

merit without being simulated. Such a situation can arise, for example, when the center-

to-center separation of adjacent output waveguides is less than the sum of their half-

widths. 

7.5 EXAMPLE 

The design of a 1 x 4 splitter was examined, with a mask opening width of 40 fim 

in the multimode section. The fabrication process consisted of a thermal exchange 

followed by a field-assisted burial, with the fabrication parameters as shown in table 7.2. 
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The values of Z)^g, M, and A«o represent those of 3-inch BGG31 substrates (note that the 

parameters differ from those of the 2-inch substrates used in the previous chapter). The 

multimode waveguide supports 9 guided modes at 1.55 fim in both TE and TM 

polarization, with effective indices as shown in table 7.3. The distribution of propagation 

constants /3o - is plotted in figure 7.6 for TE polarization (a similar plot for TM 

polarization would look nearly identical). The solid line represents a quadratic function 

based on eqn. (7.7), clearly indicating that the index distribution is sub-parabolic for the 

weakly-guiding MMI. 

Table 7.2: Processing parameters used in MMI modeling 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Thermal exchange 

Mask opening width WMMI 40 fim 
Self-diffusion coefficient of Ag"^ ^Ag 1 X 10"'^ m^/s 

Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients M 0.2 
Exchange time ^th 15 min 

Field-assisted burial 
Self-diffusion coefficient of Ag"^ ^Ag 6 X 10"'® m^/s 

Ratio of self-diffusion coefficients M 0.2 
Burial time h 30 min 
Burial temperature T 543 K 
Applied voltage V. 500 V 
Substrate thickness d 2 mm 

Optical constants 
Wavelength 1550 nm 
Substrate index '^sub 1.4525 
Maximum index change Ano 0.03 

Table 7.3: Simulated effective indices of guided modes in the multimode waveguide 
Mode nimiber neff (TE) (TM) 
0 1.46163 1.46154 
1 1.46126 1.46117 
2 1.46065 1.46056 
3 1.45981 1.45973 
4 1.45877 1.45868 
5 1.45755 1.45746 
6 1.45616 1.45607 
7 1.45462 1.45453 
8 1.45296 1.45287 
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Figure 7.6: Simulated TE propagation constants vs. mode number (squares) and quadratic function (solid 
line). 

The splitter is designed first by using the calculated 0o and 0i (averaged over 

polarization), and eqns. (7.1)-(7.13). Access waveguide widths of 5 jxm were used. 

Modeling showed a very poor excess loss of 2.777 dB, an imbalance of 2.052 dB, and a 

polarization dependent loss of 0.017 (note that this particular ion exchange process 

inherently exhibits very low birefringence, as can be seen from table 7.3). The results are 

summarized in table 7.4. A second device was simulated using self-imaging theory, but 

for an input waveguide width of 10 /xm, with the goal of reducing excess loss by 

minimizing the vertical mode mismatch at the input plane of the multimode waveguide. 

In this case, excess loss was reduced to 2.088 dB and imbalance was reduced to 1.225 
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dB, with PDL remaining essentially unchanged at 0.016 dB. While the improvement in 

excess loss was anticipated, the reduction of imbalance requires some explanation. It is 

due to the transverse shift of the self-images in the weakly-guided case. For self-images 

of a wider waveguide, the shift has less of an effect on the amount of power coupled into 

the output waveguides. 

Next, the GA was used to design the same device. As mentioned previously, we 

are free to choose the relative importance of each weighting coefficient. For the first 

example, it is assumed that the device application requires as small a power imbalance 

and polarization dependent loss as possible, with less strict requirements on excess loss. 

In this case, the weighting coefficients were CXL = 0.5, C/g = 1, and CPDL =10. The 

search ranges and resolution of each parameter are shown in table 7.5. After 250 

generations with 15 trial devices per generation, this GA - denoted as GAl - converged to 

the parameters shown in table 7.4. The imbalance is 0.007 dB, and polarization 

dependent loss is 0.001 dB. Excess loss is 1.901 dB. Figure 7.7 contains simulated TE 

intensity profiles of the end of the multimode guide using self-imaging theory with 10 jum 

input waveguide (left) and the GA (right), showing a significant improvement in the 

latter. Comparing figure 7.7 and table 7.4, it can be seen that, although the outermost of 

the four self-images are higher in power, imbalance is minimized by an intentional 

transverse misalignment of the output waveguides. The excess loss due to this 

misalignment is ~ 0.5 dB, producing a total excess loss for the GA-designed device that 

is still lower than that of the self-imaging theory design. 
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A second design was performed using the GA, denoted in table 7.4 as GA2. For 

this optimization, the weighting coefficients were CXL = 1, CJB = 1, and CPDL = 0. As 

excess loss minimization is given more importance in this case, the range of allowable 

waveguide widths is increased. The optimum design parameters are shown in table 7.4. 

There is neghgible change in the length of the MMI section, but the widths and positions 

of the waveguides are altered considerably. The excess loss is lowered considerably to 

1.478 dB, at the expense of imbalance, which increases to 0.019 dB. PDL is 0.007 dB, 

higher than with GAl, but still much lower than with the self-imaging design. 

Table 7.4: Comparison of design methods 
Parameter Self-Imaging 1 Self-Imaging 2 GAl GA2 
LMMI (Mm) 395.7 395.7 446.7 443.3 
Win (Mm) 5.0 10.0 11.3 19.1 
W, iiim) 5.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 
Wi (jum) 5.0 5.0 4.5 5.0 
X ,  I N M )  15.0 15.0 15.1 16.5 
X2 (Mm) 5.0 5.0 6.6 5.0 
Simulations per generation N/A N/A 15 15 
Generations N/A N/A 250 250 
Excess loss (dB) 2.777 2.088 1.901 1.478 
Power imbalance (dB) 2.052 1.225 0.007 0.019 
PDL (dB) 0.017 0.016 0.001 0.007 

Table 7.5: Ranges and resolution of optimization parameters for GAl 
Parameter Lmmi W-" in Wi Xi 
Range (Mm) 400-500 2-14 2-6 Xi*±2 ^ 
Resolution (bits) 10 7 6 6 

^ Xi* is the value of x, calculated using self-imaging theory 
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Figure 7.7: Simulated TE intensity profiles within the multimode waveguide. 
Left: self-imaging design. Right: genetic algorithm design. 
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The genetic algorithm can be made more accurate by replacing the mode 

propagation analysis with more advanced computational methods. Algorithms that have 

been used include the beam propagation method (Weinert & Agrawal 1995), spectral 

index method (Berry & Burke 1995), finite element method (Vazquez et al. 1995), and 

least-squares boundary residual method (Rajarajan et al. 1998). These methods are all 

very computationally intense, so significant computational resources are necessary for 

their inclusion within the GA. 
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Chapter 8 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Ion exchange in glass has been used successfully fo many years in the fabrication 

of waveguide devices. Previous efforts at modeling the process were simplistic at best, 

neglecting such important effects as conductivity variations within the waveguide and 

influence of nearby waveguides. In addition, previous models were based on algorithms 

that exhibited instability for commonly encountered vales of M. 

The model presented in this Dissertation used the Peaceman-Rachford Alternating 

Direction Implicit algorithm to solve the two-dimensional binary diffusion equation 

describing ion exchange. Arbitrary mask configurations - and the resulting electric field 

profiles - were allowed, as was concentration-dependent electrical conductivity in the 

region of the waveguide. To properly analyze the modeled waveguides, a semivector 

finite difference method was employed to calculate the mode fields and effective indices. 

The three physical parameters that describe ion exchange and M) and the 

resulting refractive index change (A«o) have previously been difficult to obtain. The 

most common method has been to fabricate a slab waveguide and measure the resulting 

effective indices, then to repeatedly model the one-dimensional diffusion equation with 

various parameters, adjusting them through trial and error until the effective indices are 

matched. The nonlinear form of the diffusion equation makes this a cumbersome 

process. A genetic algorithm was developed in this Dissertation to automate the 

optimization process. 
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The complete modeling procedure - parameter extraction, process modeling, and 

optical modeling - was validated by comparison to a fabricated waveguide. The effective 

indices were identical to within the uncertainty limit of the measured guide. 

A proximity effect was identified, whereby closely-spaced waveguides influence 

each other during processing. Using a directional full coupler as a theoretical test 

structure, this effect was quantified by examining the crosstalk that arises when the effect 

is neglected in the design stage. The crosstalk was unacceptably high for couplers of 

feasible length. 

The modeled waveguides were utilized in the design of a multimode interference 

(MMI) device. After developing the MMI design rules based on self-imaging, it was 

shown that the weak guiding and graded index boundaries that occur in ion-exchanged 

waveguides require a substantial alteration of the design rules. A novel genetic 

algorithm-based design methodology was developed to optimize the design of a 1 x 4 

power splitter, which shows substantial improvement in power imbalance and 

polarization dependent loss over that obtained by self-imaging theory. 

Although the ion exchange model has been validated by comparison with a 

fabricated resonant waveguide, there are several modifications that would broaden its 

scope. Primarily, the current model describes the exchange of two species of mobile 

ions. While this is sufficient in most common substrates in current use, the need may 

arise for modeling of ternary (or higher-order) ion exchange, for substrates that contain 

more than two ions with substantial concentration and mobility. This is no mere 

formality - such a change would radically alter the derivation in chapter 3.1, primarily in 
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that normalized ion concentrations would no longer hold any meaning (knowing the 

concentration of one species does not uniquely determine the concentration of all other 

species). Fortunately, this issue is avoided through the combined efforts of parameter 

extraction and process modeling. As the parameter extraction algorithm uses 

experimentally obtained effective index data as input, the calculated parameters can be 

thought of as "effective" physical constants, which may have been perturbed by any 

number of additional physical effects. These same parameters are subsequently used in 

the process modeling, making the full modeling process self-consistent. 

The diffusion equation (eqn. 3.12) was solved in two dimensions, with the 

justification that waveguide geometry changes exceedingly slowly in the propagation 

direction in comparison to the diffusion length of the exchanged ions. Furthermore, the 

solution in one dimension (for slab waveguides) was demonstrated in chapter 5, for the 

purpose of determining ion exchange parameters. In this case, several algorithms can be 

used, as it is not a computationally intense problem. There do exist applications, 

however, in which it can be argued that three-dimensional modeling is necessary. For 

example, the one-step fabrication of a resonant grating (where the ion exchange mask 

contains the periodic structure) has sub-micron features in the propagation direction. In 

addition, very precise modeling of back-reflection at the interface between dissimilar 

waveguides requires knowledge of the longitudinal index gradient that will occur even in 

the presence of a step-difference mask. A logical extension of the model derived in 

chapter 3 would suggest that for three dimensions, the timestep could be divided into 

three substeps. In each, one dimension would be solved implicitly while the others would 
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be solved explicitly. However, it is known that the accuracy of the PR-ADI algorithm 

worsens considerably in dimensions other than 2; it is second-order accurate in both time 

and space for 2 dimensions, but only first-order accurate for all other dimensions, with 3-

5 dimensions representing the worst-case scenario (Gao 1996). As such, reliable process 

modeling would require very small node spacings and time steps, drastically increasing 

the computational effort required to solve the diffusion equation. 
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Appendix A 

DERIVATION OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE SOLUTION 
OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION (EQN. 3.12) BY THE PEACEMAN-RACHFORD 

ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT METHOD 

The nonlinear differential equation describing binary ion exchange is [eqn. (3.12)] 

8C D Ag 
dt 1-(1-M)C ̂g 

.2^ , (1-M)(VC,,)^ 
v'c,„+-

1-(1-M)C kT 
Ag (A.1) 

With partial derivatives expressed in finite difference (FD) form (forward difference for 

temporal derivative, central difference for spatial derivatives): 

dc q;'-q, 

dt a 
(A.2) 

dC Cl,^j 

dx 

C 

2K 

d'c ^ c^ , , -2q^+ct ,  

dx^ ~ hi 

dy 2^ 

h: 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The subscript "Ag" will be omitted hereon. The superscript denotes the temporal index; 

values of C at time s are known, and values at advanced times are not. Subscripts 

indicate the spatial index in x and y. The node spacing in x is hx, while hy is the node 

spacing in y and dt is the timestep. For the implicit half-timestep, s is replaced by the 
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advanced temporal index in eqns. (A.3) and (A.4). It will also be necessary to define the 

applied electric field on the discrete grid as: 

dx ~ 2h^ 
(A.5) 

r-i,j  dy 2h^ 
(A.6) 

The subscript "ext" has been omitted for brevity. 

In the first half-timestep, equation (A.l) is solved implicitly in x and explicitly in 

y. For the term proportional to (d/dxf, it is necessary to utilize one implicit and one 

explicit derivative in order to preserve the linearity of the resulting FD equation. Thus, 

using equations (A.2) - (A.6), equation (A.l) can be expressed as: 

^s+0,5 

Q.55t 
^5+0.5 ry^S- 'rO.S  .  ^S+0.5 

+ 

i - ( i -M)q,  

( i - ( i -M)q,)^  

hi 

^s+0.5 

+ 
c' -2C' +C' 

kT 

D 

2h 2h. 
+ 

i - ( i -M)q,  J y 2h 

^s+O.S ^5+0.5 
^i+\J ~ ̂ i-\J 

2h 

K 

',y+i ~ 

^AS AS ^ 

2h,. 
(,7+1 

2^ 

(A.7) 
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The terms in eqn. (A.7) are then re-arranged into the form 

1J+0.5 s+0.5 (A.8) 

where 

Da, 1 l-M Yc.j-c,j '  

J ^hl 
+ -

kT 

^ J.S AS ^  
<Pmj - 'Pi-K 

Ahl 

D 
Xa 

X^x 

-^s 
1-(1-M)q,  

D 

i , j  \  J 
~a 

1 

i - ( i -M)q,  [hi  
+ 

l -M ^ 
^ /^s  \ 

j  q 
\ 

uy 
(i-M)qJ 1 ^hl ) kT t ^hl / 

-2C' e=-
a 

D •4g 
i -(i-M)c; 3 / 

+ 
( l -M) 

i - ( i -M)q 
•} / 

/^S r~iS  

^iJ+\ ~  ̂ iJ-\ 
2/z„ 

kT 
fe. -c -q,,J 

Ahl 

(A.9) 

The coefficients of C at the advanced time are thus determined by solving the matrix 

Sc = 0, (A.10) 

where 0 is the vector of coefficients c is the vector of desired concentration values, 

and 
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(A.11) 

is a tridiagonal matrix of coefficients %, relating the concentration at each node to that at 

the adjacent nodes. 

For the second half-timestep, the roles of x and^' are exchanged; equation (A.l) is 

solved explicitly in x and implicitly in y. Li practice, this can be easily achieved by 

transposing the concentration and potential profiles and using the same routines that 

evaluated eqns. (A.5)-(A.ll). 

;!fo ;r+i o o ••• o 
^-1 : 
0 

0 

0 ••• 
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Appendix B 

DERIVATION OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE SOLUTION 
OF THE ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL (EQN. 3.17) 

Starting from eqn. (3.13), 

a(x, )V^tp(x,y)+V a(x, ) • V (p(x,;;)=0,  (B.  1) 

with a linear relationship between concentration and conductivity derived in eqn. (3.16) 

as 

we can re-write eqn. (B.2) as 

' ix,y, C , , ) { l  +  ( W  - 1 )  (x,y)}. (B.3) 

Then, the gradient of conductivity becomes 

VCT(x.>.,C,,)=5^^(M-1)VC,,(X,J-). (B.4) 
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We must now recall the standard formulae for three-point derivatives and Laplacians 

(which become five-point formulae in the case of two spatial dimensions) (Gerald & 

Wheatley 1994): 

dx 2h^ 
(B.5) 

dx' hi 
(B.6) 

where is the node spacing in the x-direction and the subscript i indexes the node in 

question. Here, ^is a dummy variable. 

Combining eqns. (B.l), (B.3) and (B.4) then gives the finite difference equation 

+ 

^Ag ̂ 0 ^ 

kTM y 

^ r> 2 ^ 

K h: 

(M-l)x 
kTM y 

(B.7) 

4h: 

\ / 
+ 

/ V 4hl 

= 0. 

Next, we eliminate the term DAgC^q^ / kTM due to homogeneity of eqn. (B.7), and divide 

the entire equation by [1+(M-1)Q]: 
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-^Aj +^i-UJ , -^AJ ^ 

hi hi 

+ -
M-1 

1 + (M-1)C, 

= 0. 

Making the substitutions 

-C ^ 

Ahl 
^i+lj 

-C ^ 

V 
4h: 

^i-UJ 
J 

+ 
-C ^ ^iJ+1 

Ah" 

-C ^ ^ij+l ^ij-l  

4h 
Ki-X 

(B.8) 

rc = A c = A c = (B.9) 
1 + (M - 1)C,, 

and grouping terms with similar subscripts on 0, the result is 

K 

(B.IO) 

as shown in eqn (3.17). 
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Appendix C 

DERIVATION OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE SOLUTION 
OF THE SEMIVECTOR HELMHOLTZ EQUATION (EQN. 4.7) 

For an arbitrary refractive index distribution n(x,y), the eigenmodes and 

propagation constants are determined by the Helmholtz equation [eqn. (4.7)] 

A portion of the discretized grid is shown in figure C.l. The goal is to implicitly solve 

for field component Eij. The index within each cell is assumed constant - index 

discontinuities occur at the boundary between cells. Spacing between boundaries can be 

nonuniform. 

{V'+k')E„=^„'E„. (C.l) 

Figure C.l: A portion of the computational grid used for FDM solution of electric field. 
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The Quasi-TE mode (electric field parallel to the x-direction) is solved as follows. 

A conceptual plot of the field at the boundary between cells (ij) and (i+lj) is shown in 

figure C.2. Eij and Ei+ij are the actual field values in the center of the respective cells. 

El and ER are field values immediately to the left and right of the boundary, respectively. 

E^ij is the "virtual" field in cell i,j - a mathematical construct representing the extension 

to this cell based on the actual field Ei^rij and its gradient toward the boundary. is 

defined analogously. 

X < > 

Figure C.2: Definition of field values at the boundary between cells iJ and i+\j 

The boundary conditions on electric field and its derivative normal to the 

boundary are 

dx J L dx y R 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 



I l l  

Equation (C.2) represents discontinuity of normal field at the dielectric boundary, and 

equation (C.3) represents continuity of normal field derivative at the boundary. These 

conditions are reflected in the appearance of figure C.2. The constant field gradient 

between adjacent cells is assumed by expressing each field value, actual or virtual, as a 

first-order Taylor expansion about the appropriate field value at the boundary. This leads 

to the following equations: 

\  ̂ J 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

- F + (C.6) 

2X +  J 
(C.7) 

Subtracting (C.7) fi^om (C.6) gives 

iK. + Ko) 
(C.8) 

(C.6)-(C.4) leads to 
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<C.9) 

and (C.6)+(C.7) results in 

KiE,-E, . )^h, ,{El , . -E,) .  (C.IO) 

Finally, combining (C.2), (C.8), (C.9), and (C.IO) gives 

F" = 
i+ \ , j  1  2  t  2  

K^mj+KO^J 

Repeating equations (C.2)-(C.l 1) at the boundary between cells i,j and i-lj results in 

2(E. . . )  
V E ^ (C.12) 

^ ' iK+K-) 

gw _ ^ ' -uj  )Ei_xj  +  h^_j  n- j )E.  j  CC 13) 

KAj+K-nf., , j  

Since the quasi-TE field is tangent to boundaries between cells in y, there is no 

discontinuity in field. As such, virtual fields coincide with actual fields. 

F" = F F" -  F (C.14) 
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The finite difference approximation for the second derivative of electric field 

utilizes the first derivative at the adjacent cell boundaries, 

^ 2 i j  T '  2 i j  r '  ( * )  
dx Sy ^yO 

Substituting (C.8), (C.l 1), (C.12), and (C.13) into (C.15) results in 

-E,, = 2<u 

dx^ '' ' 

Inf 

Ei-uj + 

• + • 

2n: i+ i , j  

E.. 

-E:^ 

HJ 
Ko (nijKo + n._,jh^_) A,o ) 

(C.16) 
iyj 

^—E 2KJ ^ dy yO y+ Vo hyo + hy_ 
(C.l 7) 

This turns the Helmholtz equation (C.l) into the five-point difference eigenequation 

YX.Emj + + Yy.Eij,, + ry.E,j_, + y,E.j = , (C. 18) 

with 
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r. 

Y x -

ry.-

ry- = 

To = 

hA^jh^o + nUjh^_) 

2 

hyoihy^ +hy,) 

2 

hyoihy,+hy_) 

^27m^y 

V ^ y 

KJ 2<; 

hxoinijKo + «,_i , iV) h^n.jh^o + 

(C.19) 

'yO 

1 1 
• + • 

v V + ^ 0  H Y , + H Y _ J  

Equation (C.19) is solved by the methods suggested in chapter 4. 

The quasi-TM modes can be derived using an analogous derivation. 

Altematively, the computational domain can be transposed, and equations (C.2)-(C.19) 

may be used without alteration. 
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Appendix D 

FORMULAE FOR THE STATISTICS OF OPTICAL MODE FIELD AND INTENSITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

In all cases below, E{x,y) represents the mode field of the waveguide, and 

represents the mode field of the coupling fiber (or another known waveguide, if desired). 

X-symmetry 

To classify the mode according to symmetry, a simple test is performed: 

E{-x,y) = E{x,y) ^ EVEN 

E{-x,y) = -E{x,y) => ODD 

If neither condition holds, then the mode shows no symmetry. 

Maximum X position of mode 

This is simply the x-coordinate of the peak value of the optical mode. As it must fall on a 

computational node, it is sensitive to the choice of grid. 

Maximum Y position of mode 

Defined analogously to the maximum X position, above. 

Mean X position of mode 

Defined as the x-coordinate of the centroid of the of the mode intensity distribution: 



j  ^E* {x,y)xE{x,y)dixdiy 

< E ^  > = X CO CO 

J ^E*{x,y)E{x,y)djcdiy 

Mean Y position of mode 

Defined analogously to the mean X position, above: 

j  ^E'{x,y)yE{x,y)Axdiy 

< E ^  >  =  y CO 00 
I ̂ E\x,y)E{x,y)dixdiy 
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(D.2) 

(D.3) 

2a X width of mode 

Defined as twice the standard deviation of the mode intensity distribution in the x-

direction: 

= 24<{E'f >,-<£' >l 

00 CO 

I ^E* {x,y)x^E{x,y)6xdLy 

= 2 

l l / 2  

{x,y)E{x,y)6jcdy 

{x,y)xE{x, >')dx:d>' 
-00-00 

X X 

j ̂ E* {x,y)E{x,y)dxdiy 

(D.4) 

\ -OO-GO 

2a Y width of mode 

Defined analogously to the 2a X width, above: 
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CO 00 

j \E*{x,y)y^E{x,y)dxdy 
-00—00 

00 00 

J ^E* {x,y)E{x,y)dxdiy 

ou 

j ̂ E' {x,y)yE{x,y)dxdy 
-00-00 

00 00 

j ̂ E\x,y)E{x,y)docdiy 
\ -OO-OO 

1 / 2  

(D.5) 

Ellipticity of mode 

Defined as a normalized difference in mode intensity variances along the two axes: 

e = < 

^2 2 

1 ^ 2  2  lo-y-cr^ 

2 2 

2 2 

(D.6) 

Fraction of mode power in cover layer 

Defined as the mode power at ^-coordinates less than zero (the computational domain is 

defined with j = 0 at the substrate surface and>^ > 0 within the substrate): 

J jE*(x,y)E(x,y)dxdy 

r = ̂  (D.7) 
CO CO ^ 

I jE' ' (x,y)E(x,y)dxdy 

This calculation is facilitated by the fact that no computational node exists at the substrate 

surface, as explained in chapter 4.1. 
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Maximum X position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode 

Defined as the x-coordinate of the maximum value of the two-dimensional correlation 

between the mode field and coupling fiber field: 

Maximum Y position of mode overlap with Gaussian mode 

Defined as the ^--coordinate of the maximum value of the two-dimensional correlation 

between the mode field and coupling fiber field, as above. 

Overlap integral with SMF-28 

The overlap integral is defined in terms of mode fields, as opposed to intensities. The 

field of the coupling fiber is offset to the maximum overlap position (JCO,;VO) as defined 

above. 

0(x,y) = E(x,y)(2>ij/(x,y) (D.8) 

J \E\x,y)^dy j (x,  y )dxd>' 

/ = 

I ^E{x,y)y/{x -x^,y-y^)dxdy 
(D.9) 

j \E^{x,y)^dy J {x -  XQ,y -  yQ)dxdy 
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Appendix £ 

MATLAB CODE 

This appendix provides examples of the MATLAB software that was used in all 

aspects of modeling in this Dissertation, hi most cases, individual MATLAB m-files 

exist for specific applications, with only minor differences between each file. The code 

listed below represents the most comprehensive versions of each application 

E.L ION EXCHANGE - FIELD ASSISTED BURIAL 

% BurialMain.m 
% user interface for field assisted burial 

close all; clear all; 

homflag=uint8(0); % option to include non-homogeneous 
conductivity. 1 = homogeneous, 0 = non-
homogeneous 

directory='C:\Documents and Settings\'; % directory for 
concentration files 

% open concentration data from file, and parse file 
filename=input('What data file? ','s'); 
data=importdata(strcat(directory,filename,'.dat')); 
xdim=data(1); 
ydim=data(2) ; 
delx=data(3) ; 
dely=data(4); 
C=zeros(ydim,xdim); % initialize concentration data array 
for i=l:xdim, 

C(:,i)=data((i-1)*ydim+5:i*ydim+4); 
end 
YCoords=0:dely:dely*(ydim-1); 
ycoords=YCoords.*le6; 
XCoords=0:delx:delx*(xdim-1); 
XCoords=XCoords-max(XCoords)/2; 
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xcoords=XCoords.*le6 ; 

MASK=ones (1, xdim) ; % Burial mask. 1 = OPEN, 0 = CLOSED 
U=2.2; % applied voltage over computational domain, 

equal to Vah/d 
Da=5e-16; % diffusion coefficient of silver at burial 

temperature 
M=0.72; % ratio of diffusion coefficients 
t_total=300;% total burial time, in seconds 
delt=10; % timestep, in seconds 
numsteps=round(2*t_total/delt); % tweak delt to ensure an 

integer number of timesteps 
delt=2*t_total/numsteps; 
T=528; % temperature in Kelvin 

% call sub-function to perform burial 
[C,phi,temp_phi]=fieldBurial(f,C,U,T,MASK,Da,M,t_total,delt 

,dely,delx,xdim,ydim,homflag); 

% save to file 
filename=input('Enter file name ','s'); 
filename=strcat(directory,filename,'.dat'); 

concentration=zeros(xdim*ydim+4,1); % initialize 
concentration array 

concentration(1:4)=[xdim; ydim; delx; dely]; 
for i=l:xdim, 

concentration((i-1)*ydim+5:i*ydim+4)=C(:,i); 
end 
dlmwrite(filename,concentration, '\t') ; 

% 
% 

% 
function[C,phi,temp_phil]=fieldBurial(f,C,U,T,MASK,Da,M, 

t_total,delt,dely,delx,xdim,ydim,homflag) 
k=l.380658e-23; % Boltzmann's constant 
q=1.6e-19; % electron charge 
tol=le-8; % cgs tolerance 
maxit=xdim*ydim; % cgs maximum iterations 
involt=-q/(f*k*T); % q/kT term 

% 

% INITIALIZE C, temp phi 
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C=[zeros(1,xdim);C]; % extra row above surface for 
boundary conditions 

phigridy=linspace(U,0,size(C, 1) -1) ; 
phigridx=ones(l,xdim); 
[junk,temp_phi]=meshgrid(phigridx,phigridy); 
temp_phil=temp_phi; 
% 

% 

% LOOP THROUGH TIME 
time=0; 
while time<t_total, 

% DETERMINE HOMOGENEOUS OR NON-HOMOGENEOUS 
if homflag==l 

phi=temp_phil; 
else 

phi=solve_phi(C(2:end,:),1-M,U,delx,dely,size(C,1)-
3,size(C,2),temp_phi(2:end-1,:),tol,maxit); 
% last 2 variables are interior dimensions of C 

end 

temp_phi=phi; 

% 
% FIRST HALF-STEP 
stepFlag=uint8(0); 
dr=l-(1-M).*C(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
diff=(C(2:end-1,3:end)-C(2:end-1,1:end-2)) ./(2 *delx); 
dphi=(involt/(2*delx)).*(phi(1:end-l,3:end)-phi(1:end-

l,l:end-2)); % dPhi/dx here 
ddphi=(involt/(2*dely)).*(phi(3:end,2:end-1)-phi(1:end-

2,2:end-l)); % dPhi/dy here 
topddphi=(involt/(2*dely)).*2.*(phi(2,2:end-l)-

phi(1,2:end-1)); 
ddphi=[topddphi;ddphi]; 

b=obtain_b(Da,delt,delx,dr); 
a=obtain_a(Da,1-M,delt,delx,dr,diff,dphi); 
c=obtain_c(Da,1-M,delt,delx,dr,diff,dphi); 
g=obtain_g(C(:,2:end-1),Da,1-M,delt,dely,dr,ddphi); 

for n=2:ydim, % skips extra top row, bottom row 
C (n, 2 : end-1 ) = (tri(a(n-l, :) ,b(n-l, :) ,c(n-l, :) , (g(n-

1, :))'))• ; 
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end % for 

C= (10*eps) .*round(C./(10*eps)) ; 
C=apply_bound(C,MASK); 
% 
time=time+delt/2 ; 
% 

% SECOND HALF-STEP 
stepFlag=uint8(1); 

C=C ' ; 
phi=phi'; 

dphi=(involt/(2*dely)).*(phi(2:end-l,3:end)-phi(2:end-
1,1:end-2)); % dPhi/dy here 

topdphi=(involt/(2*dely)).*2.*(phi(2:end-1,2)-
phi(2:end-l,1)); 

dphi=[topdphi,dphi]; 
ddphi=(involt/(2*delx)).*(phi(3:end,1:end-l)-phi(1:end-

2,1:end-l)); % dphi/dx here 
dr=l-(1-M).*C(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
diff=(C(2:end-1,3:end)-C(2:end-1,1:end-2))./(2*dely); 

b=obtain_b(Da,delt,dely,dr); 
a=obtain_a(Da,1-M,delt,dely,dr,diff,dphi); 
c=obtain_c(Da,1-M,delt,dely,dr,diff,dphi); 
g=obtain_g(C(:,2:end-1),Da,1-M,delt,delx,dr,ddphi); 
g ( :,1)=g(:,1)-C(2:end-l,1) .*a(:,1) ; % account for 

influence of top edge 

for m=2:xdim-l, % skips left and right edges 
C(m,2:end-1)=(tri(a(m-1,:),b(m-1,:),c(m-1,:),(g(m-

1 , : ) ) ' ) ) '  ;  
end % for 

C=C' ; 
phi=phi'; 
C=apply_bound(C,MASK); 
C= (10*eps) .*round(C./(10*eps)) ; 
% 

time=time+delt/2 
max (max (C) ) 

end % time loop 

C=0.5.*(C+abs(C)); 
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C=C(2:end,:); % remove extra top row 

% 

function phi=solve_phi(C,alpha,U,delx,dely,ydim2,xdim2, 
teTinp_phi, tol, maxit) 

% MAIN DIAGONAL 
AA=ones((xdim2*ydim2),1).*(-2/delx^2-2/dely^2); 

% NON-HOMOGENOUS TERM 
B=zeros(size(AA)); 

% COMPUTE OTHER DIAGONALS 
rc=-alpha./(1-alpha.*C(2:end-l,1:end)); % first row is 

dummy, second row is surface 
r=l/(dely^2).*(l+(rc.*(C(3:end,1:end)-C(1:end-

2,1:end)) ./4)) ; % contribution from below 
s = l/ (dely''2) .* (1- (rc.* (C(3: end, 1: end) -C (1: end-

2,1:end)) ./4)) ; % contribution from above 
C=[zeros(ydim2+2,1),C,zeros(ydim2+2,1)]; 
% temporary extra columns L and R 
p=l/ (delx'^2) .*(l+(rc.*(C(2 :end-l, 3 :end) -C (2 :end-l, 1 :end-

2))./4)); % contribution from right 
q=l/(delx^2).*(1-(rc.*(C(2:end-1,3:end)-C(2:end-1,1:end-

2))./4)); % contribution from left 
C=C(:,2:end-l); 
% revert to actual C 

% ADJUST LEFT AND RIGHT EDGES FOR ZERO DERIVATIVE 
q(:,end)=2.*q(:,end); 
p ( :,end)=0; 
q (  :  ,  1 ) = 0  ;  
p ( : , l ) = 2 . * p ( : , l )  ;  
PP=P ' ; 
P=PP(:); 
qq=q' ; 
q = q q ( : ) ;  

 ̂1 s 

r=rr(:); 
ss = s ' ; 
S = S S ( : ) ;  
% ADJUST NON-HOMOGENOUS TERM 
B(1:xdim2)=-8(1:xdim2).*U; % known surface voltage 
(bottom surface = OV) 
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% SHIFT FOR SPARSE SYNTAX 
r=[zeros(xdim2,1);r(1:xdim2*(ydim2-1))]; 
s=[s(xdim2+l:end);zeros(xdim2,1)]; 
p= [0;p(1:end-1)] ; 
q= [q(2:end) ;0] ; 

% CREATE SPARSE MATRIX 
diagonals=[s,q,AA,p,r]; 
diaglocations=[-xdim2,-1,0,1,xdim2]; 
A=spdiags(diagonals,diaglocations,xdim2 *ydim2,xdim2*ydim2); 

% SOLVE FOR PHI USING CGS METHOD 
t_p=temp_phi'; 
temp_phi=t_p(:); 
phi=A\B; 

% CONVERT PHI TO FULL MATRIX FORM 
phimat=zeros(ydim2,xdim2); % initialize 

for i=l:ydim2, 
phi(((i-1)*xdim2)+1:i*xdim2); 
phimat(i,:)=(phi(((i-1)*xdim2)+1:i*xdim2))'; 

end 

phi=[ones(l,xdim2).*U; phimat; zeros(1,xdim2)]; 
% 

function b=obtain_b(D,dt,h,dr); 

b=(-2/dt)-((2*D/h^2)./dr); 

Q, 
"o 

function a=obtain_a(D,alpha,dt,h,dr,diff,dphi); 

a=((D/h)./dr).*(l/h-(alpha/2).*(diff./dr)+dphi./2); 

% 

function c=obtain_c(D,alpha,dt,h,dr,diff,dphi); 

c=((D/h)./dr).*(l/h+(alpha/2).*(diff./dr)-dphi./2); 

Q, 
"o 

function g=obtain_g(C,D,alpha,dt,h,dr,dphi); 

d=(C(3:end,:)-C(1:end-2,:))./(2*h); 
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d2=(C(3:end,:)+C(1:end-2,:)-2.*C(2:end-1,:))./(h"2); 
g=-2.*C(2:end-1,:)./dt-(D./dr).*((alpha.*d.^2)./dr+d2-

dphi.*d); 

function C=apply_bound(C,MASK); 

C(2,:)=zeros(1,size(C,2)).*MASK+C(2,:).*not(MASK); 
C(l, :) =C(2, :) ; 
% note: other BCs occur automatically 

function x=tri(a,b,c,g) 
%TRI Solution of tridiagonal matrix Ax=g, where a,b,c are 
% the -1st,0th,1st diagonals, and g is the inhomogenous 
% term. 
% 
% x = TRI(a,b,c,g) computes the solution of an 
% inhomogenous system of 
% equations. 
% 
% Vectors a,b,c,g must be the same length, but can be 
% either row or 
% column vectors. Output x is a column vector. Note 
% that in full 
% matrix form, a(l) and c(end) are dummy entries; they do 
% not appear in matrix A. 
% 
% See also SLASH (\). 

% Based on JH Ferziger, "Numerical Methods for 
% Engineering Application" 
% $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2002/11/27 11:56 $ 

xdim=length(b); 
x=zeros(xdim,1); 

for i=2:xdim, 
T=a(i) /b(i-l) ; 
b(i) =b(i) -c (i-1) *T; 
g(i) =g(i) -g(i-l) *T; 

end 

X(end)=g(end)/b(end); 
for i=l:xdim-l. 
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j =xdim-i; 
X (j ) = (g (j ) -c (j ) *x( j+1) ) /b (j ) ; 

end 

E.2 OPTICAL MODELING - SEMIVECTOR FDM 

% dissertationFDM.m 
% user interface for optical modeling 
% 
close all; clear all; format compact; 
display=uint8(1); % toggles plotting option 
farPoint=-3e-6; % provides a zero-field boundary this 

far into the overlayer 
interpFactor=4; % factor by which we interpolate grid 

surrounding the surface 
claddinglndex=l.507; % index of substrate 
overlayerIndex=l; % index of overlayer 
dnMax=0.075; % maximum index difference due to 

ion exchange 
lambda=1550; % wavelength, in nm 
depth_precision=0.le-6; % required precision for mode depth 

calculations 
nummodes=3; % nmber of modes to calculate 

filename=input('What data file? 
data=importdata(strcat('C:\Documents and 

Settings\',filename,'.dat')); 

xdim=data(1); 
ydim=data(2) ; 
delx=data(3) ; 
dely=data(4); 
C=zeros(ydim,xdim); % initialize concentration array 
for i=l:xdim, 

C(:,i)=data((i-1)*ydim+5:i*ydim+4); 
end 
YCoords=0:dely:dely*(ydim-1); 
XCoords = 0:delx:delx*(xdim-1) ; 
YYY=YCoords; 
index=dnMax.*C+claddingIndex; % convert concentration 

data to index profile 
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% interpolate index to suitable FDM grid 
diff1=(YCoords(2)-YCoords(1))/interpFactor; 
newYCoords=(YCoords(2;end)+YCoords(1:end-l))./2; 
newYCoords=newYCoords(2:end); 
for i=l:interpFactor-1, 

newpoint(i)=i*diff1 ; 
end 
YYCoords=[newpoint, newYCoords]; 
index=interp2(XCoords,YCoords',index,XCoords,YYCoords', 

'cubic'); 
YCoords=[farPoint, -1.*YCoords(2), -1.*fliplr(newpoint), 

YYCoords]; 
index=[overlayerlndex.*ones(interpFactor+1,length(XCoords)) 

;index]; 

% SHIFT X SCALE 
XCoords=XCoords-(max(XCoords)-min(XCoords) ) /2; 

% PERFORM SEMIVECTOR FDM 
format long 
[birefringence,indices_TE,indices_TM]=FDMSemivector(XCoords 

,YCoords,index,claddinglndex,lambda,nummodes,1) 

% 
% 

% 
function[birefringence,ordered_modes_TE,ordered_modes_TM] 

=FDMSemivector4a(XGridData,YGridData,index,cladding 
Index,1ambda,modes,varargin) 

% FDMSemivector.m 
% see Kim & Ramaswamy, "Modeling of Graded-Index Channel 
% Waveguides Using Nonuniform Finite Difference Method" 
% JLT, Vol 7 No 10 (OCT '89) 
close all; format compact; 
opts.tol=le-14; opts.disp=0; opts.issym=0; 
lambda=lambda*le-9; % wavelength in free space 
k=2*pi/lambda; 
contLevels=[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9]; 
isplot=uint8(1); 

% PARSE VARARGIN 

if nargin==7, 
if varargin{1}==0, 

isplot=uint8(0); 
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else 
contLevels=varargin{1}; 
if length(contLevels)==1; 

contLevels=[contLevels contLevels]; 
end 

end 
end 

% PARSE MODES 
if length(modes)==1, 

modes=(1:1:modes); 
elseif modes(1)==0; 

modes=modes(2); 
end 

% PARSE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
if length(XGridData)==3, % first input option 

(equispaced) 
Xmin=XGridData(1) ; 
Xmax=XGridData(2) ; 
m=XGridData(3); 
hx=(Xmax-Xmin)/(m-1); 
XCoords=Xmin:hx:Xmax; 

else 
Xmin=min(XGridData(:) ) ; 
Xmax=max(XGridData(:)); 
m=length(XGridData); 
XCoords=XGridData; 

end 

if length(YGridData)==3, % first input option 
(equispaced) 

Ymin=YGridData(1) ; 
Ymax=YGridData(2); 
n=YGridData(3); 
hy=(Ymax-Ymin)/(n-1); 
YCoords=Ymin:hy:Ymax; 

else 
Ymin=min(YGridData(:) ) ; 
Ymax=max(YGridData(: ) ) ; 
n=length(YGridData); 
YCoords=YGridData; 

end 

opts.maxit=(m-2)*(n-2); 
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[X,Y] = meshgrid(XCoords,YCoords) ; 

nTE=n; mTE=m; 

hx=[zeros(nTE,1),(X(:,3:end)-X(:,1:end-
2))./2,zeros(nTE,1)]; 

hy=[zeros(l,mTE) ; (Y(3 rend, :)-Y(1:end-
2,:))./2;zeros(l,mTE)]; 

hxcent=hx(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
hxminus=hx(2:end-1,1:end-2); 
hxplus=hx(2:end-1,3:end); 
hycent=hy(2:end-1,2:end-1) ; 
hyminus=hy(1:end-2,2:end-1); 
hyplus=hy(3:end,2:end-1) ; 

indexcent = index(2:end-1,2:end-1) ; 
indexxminus = index(2:end-1,1:end-2) ; 
indexxplus=index(2:end-1,3:end); 
indeyxminus=index(1:end-2,2:end-1); 
indeyxplus=index(3:end,2:end-1); 

% CALCULATE TERMS IN EIGENMATRIX (ABCDE) 

% B term (xminus) 
B= (2 . *indexxminus . ̂2) . / (hxcent. * (hxcent. *indexcent. ̂"2 

+hxminus.*indexxminus.^2)); 
B(:,1)=zeros(nTE-2,1); % row-end effect 
B=B' ; 
B=B(:); 
B= [B(2:end) ;0] ; % row-end effect for spdiags 

% D term (xplus) 
D=(2.*indexxplus.^2)./(hxcent.*(hxcent.*indexcent.^2+hxplus 

.*indexxplus.^2)); 
D(:,end)=zeros(nTE-2,1); % row-end effect 
D=D ' ; 
D=D(:); 
D= [0;D(1:end-l)] ; % row-end effect for spdiags 

% A term (yminus) 
A=(2)./(hycent.*(hycent+hyminus)); 
A=[A(2:end,:);zeros(1,mTE-2)]; % column-end effect for 

spdiags 
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A=A' ; 
A=A(:); 

% E term (yplus) (column end effects accounted for by-
default) 

E=(2)./(hycent.*(hycent+hyplus)); 
E=[zeros(l,mTE-2);E(1:end-l,:)]; % column-end effect for 

spdiags 
E=E' ; 
E=E(:); 

% C term (self) 
Cl=(k.*indexcent).^2; 
C2=(2./hxcent).*(indexcent.^2./(hxcent.*indexcent.^2 

+hxminus . *indexxminus . "^2) ) ; 
C3=(2./hxcent).*(indexcent.^2./(hxcent.*indexcent.^2 

+hxplus . *indexxplus . "^2) ) ; 
C4=(2./hycent)./(hyplus+hycent); 
C5=(2./hycent)./(hyminus+hycent); 
C=C1-(C2+C3+C4+C5); 
C=C' ; 
C=C(:); 

% PUT THEM ALL TOGETHER 
sparseDiagonals=[A,B,C,D,E]; 
diagLocations=[(-l*mTE+2);-1;0;1;(mTE-2)]; 
sparseMatrix=spdiags(sparseDiagonals,diagLocations, 

(mTE-2) * (nTE-2) , (mTE-2) * (nTE-2) ) ; 

% SOLVE EIGENSYSTEM 
sigma=(k*max(index(:)) ) ̂ 2; 
[evectors_TE,evalues_TE]=eigs(sparseMatrix,max(modes),sigma 

,opts); 
indices_TE=sqrt(diag(evalues_TE))./k; 

% SEARCH FOR GUIDED MODES 
indices_TE=0.5*(indices_TE+abs(indices_TE)); 
[ordered_modes_TE,ordered_locations_TE]=sort(indices_TE); 
ordered_modes_TE=flipud(ordered_modes_TE); 
ordered_locations_TE=flipud(ordered_locations_TE); 

% ARRANGE EIGENVECTORS FOR PROPER MODAL ORDERING 
evectors TE=evectors TE(:,ordered locations TE); 

^ ******* 



% CALCULATE TM MODES 
index=index'; 
nTM=m; mTM=n; 
XXCoords=YCoords; 
YCoords=XCoords ; 
XCoords=XXCoords; 

[XX,YY] = meshgrid(XCoords,YCoords); 

hx=[zeros(nTM,1),(XX(:,3:end)-XX(:,1:end-
2))./2,zeros(nTM,1)]; 

hy=[zeros(1,mTM);(YY(3:end,:)-YY(1:end-
2,:))./2;zeros(1,mTM)]; 

hxcent=hx(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
hxminus=hx(2:end-1,1:end-2); 
hxplus=hx(2:end-1,3:end); 
hycent=hy(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
hyTininus=hy (1: end-2 , 2 : end-1) ; 
hyplus=hy(3:end,2:end-1); 

indexcent=index(2:end-1,2:end-1); 
indexxminus=index(2:end-1,1:end-2); 
indexxplus=index(2:end-1,3:end); 
indeyxminus=index(1:end-2,2:end-1); 
indeyxplus=index(3:end,2:end-1); 

% CALCULATE TERMS IN EIGENMATRIX (ABCDE) 

% B term (xminus) 
B=(2.*indexxminus.^2)./(hxcent.*(hxcent.*indexcent 

+hxminus.*indexxminus.^2)); 
B(:,1)=zeros(nTM-2,1); % row-end effect 
B=B ' ; 
B=B(:); 
B= [B(2:end) ;0] ; % row-end effect for spdiags 

% D term (xplus) 
D=(2.*indexxplus.^2)./(hxcent.*(hxcent.*indexcent. 

+hxplus.*indexxplus.^2)); 
D(:,end)=zeros(nTM-2,1); % row-end effect 
D=D' ; 
D=D(:); 
D= [0;D(1:end-1)] ; % row-end effect for spdiags 
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% A term (yminus) 
A=(2)./(hycent.*(hycent+hyminus)); 
A=[A(2:end,:);zeros(l,mTM-2)]; % column-end effect for 

spdiags 
A=A' ; 
A=A(:); 

% E term (yplus) (column end effects accounted for by 
% default) 
E=(2) ./(hycent.*(hycent+hyplus)) ; 
E=[zeros(l,mTM-2);E(1:end-l,:)]; % column-end effect for 

spdiags 
E=E ' ; 
E=E(:); 

% C term (self) 
Cl=(k.*indexcent).^2; 
C2=(2./hxcent).*(indexcent.^2./(hxcent.*indexcent.^2 

+hxminus.*indexxminus.^2)); 
C3=(2./hxcent).*(indexcent.^2./(hxcent.*indexcent.^2 

+hxplus.*indexxplus.^2)); 
C4=(2./hycent)./(hyplus+hycent); 
C5=(2./hycent)./(hyminus+hycent); 
C=C1- (C2+C3+C4+C5) ; 
C=C' ; 
C=C(:); 

% PUT THEM ALL TOGETHER 
sparseDiagonals=[A,B,C,D,E]; 
diagLocations=[(-l*mTM+2);-1;0;1;(mTM-2)]; 
sparseMatrix=spdiags(sparseDiagonals,diagLocations, 

(mTM-2) * (nTM-2) , (mTM-2) * (nTM-2) ) ; 

% SOLVE EIGENSYSTEM 
sigma=(k*max(index(:)))^2; 
[evectors_TM,evalues_TM]=eigs(sparseMatrix,max(modes),sigma 

,opts); 
indices_TM=sqrt(diag(evalues_TM))./k; 

% SEARCH FOR GUIDED MODES 
indices_TM=0.5*(indices_TM+abs(indices_TM)); 
[ordered_modes_TM,ordered_locations_TM]=sort(indices_TM); 
ordered_modes_TM=flipud(ordered_modes_TM); 
ordered_locations_TM=flipud(ordered_locations_TM); 
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% ARRANGE EIGENVECTORS FOR PROPER MODAL ORDERING 
evectors_TM=evectors_TM(:,ordered_locations_TM); 

for j=modes, 
field=zeros(nTE,mTE); 
for i=l:nTE-2, 

field(i + l,2:mTE-l) = (evectors_TE((i-1) * 
(mTE-2)+1:i*(mTE-2) ,j) ' ) ; 

end 

effectiveIndexString_TE{j}=num2str(ordered_modes_TE(j),5); 
field=field./max(abs(field(:))); 
power_TE{j}=field.^2; 

field=zeros(nTM,mTM); 
for i=l:nTM-2, 

field(i+l,2:mTM-l)=(evectors_TM((i-1)* 
(mTiyi-2) +1 : i* (mTM-2) , j ) ' ) ; 

end 

effectiveIndexString_TM{j}=num2str(ordered_modes_TM(j),5); 
field=field./max(abs(field(:))); 
power_TM{j}=field.^2 ; 

birefringence=ordered_modes_TE-ordered_modes_TM; 
if isplot 

figure(j); orient landscape; 
subplot(2,1,1); 
contour(X.*le6,Y.*le6,power_TE{j}); grid on; 
axis ij; axis equal; 
axis([min(X(:))*le6 max(X(:))*le6 min(Y(:))*le6 

max(Y(:))*le6]); 
xlabel('X [um]'); 
ylabel('y [um]'); 
title(['TEnum2str(j-1),' mode -- n_{eff} = 

',effectiveIndexString_TE{j}, ' at 
',num2str(lambda.*le9), ' nm']); 

subplot(2,1,2); 
contour(YY.*le6,XX.*le6,power_TM{j}); grid on; 

axis ij; axis equal; 
axis([min(YY(:))*le6 max(YY(:))*le6 min(XX(:))*le6 

max(XX(:))*le6]); 
xlabel('X [um]'); 
ylabel('y [um]'); 
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title(['TMnum2str(j-1),' mode -- n_{eff} = 
',effectiveIndexString_TM{j}, ' at 

num2str(lambda.*le9), ' nm']); 
end 

end 
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